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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, November 16, 1972

Reading Program Boosts Local
Students' Learning Abilities
Dewey Yates from the
Telephone Company, comes by
to tell us that the old lines and
poles around the square will
come down beginning next
March. The work is expected to
take several months. At any
rate this will be a great improvement.
A small girl this morning
standing on the sidewalk on
Main looking at an animal
which had been killed. Looked
like a Rabbit. She touched it
with her foot and stood there
looking at this bag of fluff that
apparently had been a living
thing only hours before. This
type of reality is difficult for a
little girl to assimilate.
They can be protected from
things of this nature for only so
long.
We go to the Southern
Newspaper
Publishers
Association meeting in Boca
Raton, Florida, for the past
several days and enjoyed the
association of other newspaper
folks.
As we journeyed down on an
airplane, we mused at the sad
situation we have gotten into as
far as the skyjackers are
concerned. Before boarding the
plane we were given a lecture
on the FAA regulations concerning taking weapons on the
plane: We then went through a
"weapons detector" with a
iNINSITeyed, Federal Marshall
standing there looking for
skyjacker profiles. We smiled
as we went through, but he did
_ not smile back. He was looking
for that one tenth of one per cent
'human garbage with the twisted
mind that called for him to
skyjack an airplane.
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99.99 per cent of the people
boarding merely wanted to get
somewhere. This 99.99 per cent
had to go through a procedure
which made them all suspect.
We were just as anxious to
detect a possible skyjacker
since we have no desire to go to
Cuba.
Another commentary on
human nature. When you get on
the Florida Turnpike the man
gives you a check which shows
where you got on. When you get
off, that's when you pay,and the
amount depends on how far you
drive on the turnpike.

Open house will be held at the
Luther Robertson Elementary
School on Monday, November
20, at seven p.m.
Mrs. Phillip Weydener,
president of the Robertson
Association,
Parent-Teacher
said no business meeting will be
held and the parents may spend
time visiting with their
children's teachers and viewing
the work of their children.
Refreshments will be served
in the school cafeteria by
members of the PTA.
RIDING CLUB
The New Providence Riding
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn on Monday, November 20,
at 6:30 p.m. Officers for the new
year will be installed.
'

Kentucky Extended Outlook
Variable cloudiness Saturday
through Monday with a chance
for rain over Eastern sections
Saturday and for showers statewide Sunday and Monday.
Daily highs in the 40s Northeast
to the 5Cis Southwest. Daily lows
will average near 30. Saturday
warming to the low 30s North
and to the mid 30s South Sunday and Monday.

Supplemented by a group of
State
concerned
Murray
University students, a pilot
independent
program
in
reading is providing a
significant boost to the learning
abilities of 40 Murray Middle
and Carter School students.

Under the supervision of Mrs.
Carolyn Bogard and funded
through Title I of the
Elementary
Secondary
Education Act I ESEA I of 1965,
the program is designed to
strengthen the reading abilities
of elementary students who

need it to do work in the fifth
through the eighth grades.
"This help is helping them get
more from their school work
and to better cope with the
instructional materials on their
grade level," said Mrs. Bogard,
a 1969 graduate of Murray
State.
Originally a federallyfinanced Volunteers in Service
to America l VLSTA) program,
the project was taken over in
the spring of 1971 by Mrs.
Donna Mabry, a teacher at the
Middle School.

Election of Democratic years of age or under, all of
Precinct Committee members whom shall be Democrats
is scheduled for December 2 in registered in the Precinct.
"The County Chairman shall
Calloway County, as set forth in
the laws of the Kentucky appoint a Democrat registered
in the precinct to preside over
Democratic Party.
meeting
until
the
The regulations which govern the
this election, and the election of Democrats attending the
Legislative
District meeting elect a new Chairman.
the
following If no chairman Pro Tem is thus
Chairman
the
Saturday, are being reprinted appointed, any registered
for the interest of the readers of Democrat in attendance may
call for the election of a
the Ledger & Times.
The regulations are as Chairman.
"No person shall act as a
Robert Williams, left, anesthetist at the Murray-Calloway follows:
County Hospital, and Bill Strong, pastor of the Murray Seventh"On the first Saturday in member of the Precinct
day Adventist Church, will conduct the local program to aid
the Committee who has failed to
December following
smokers in "kicking the habit." The program will be conducted Presidential Election, the support the nominees of the
for five evenings, beginning November 26, at the Ellis Community Democrats registered in each Party at the preceding General
Center.
precinct shall meet at 10:00 Election. The County
Members of the .First.
o'clock, prevailing time, at the Executive Committee shall be
Assembly of God, South 16th
polling
place used in the the judge of the qualifications of
and Glendale Road, will parPrecinct
Committee
preceding Presidential Elec- the
ticipate in the "Revivaltime"
tion. They shall elect a Com- Members, subject to their right
World Prayer meeting, at 7:30
mittee of , three members to appeal to the Central Comp.m. on Saturday, November 18.
composed of a Committeeman, mittee.
According to Rev. James
"Any vote by a Precinct
Committeewoman, and a
Dodd, pastor, over 100,000
Smokers who want to kick the locally will be, Robert W. member who shall be thirty Committeeman on the election
people are expected to join in habit will
of a Committee or Legislative
have their chance Williams, anesthetist at the
prayer in pre-Thanksgiving under a
District Chairman of Executive
spicial Five-Day Plan Murray-Calloway County
serviççs.
Committeeman, or upon the
to be conducted here by a Hospital, and Pastor Bill Strong
Th
nual prayer effort is medical-ministerial'
nomination of any person for
team at the of the Murray Seventh-day
orga
by ''Revivaltime,"
public office shall be weighted
Community Building, 630 Ellis Adventist Church. Group
inte tional broadcast of the
proportionate
to
the
Drive.
therapy sessions will be held at
Assem lies of God, carried on
Democratic vote in his precinct
The Plan consists of regular 7:30 p.m. each evening
VOLUNTEER TUTOR: Wanda Garrett, a Murray State approximately 650 radio
e pr
si ntial
night,
University senior from Murray majoring in history and speech, is stations. Listeners were evening group therapy sessions, beginning Sunday
A Musical Benefit for Keys e)ction in accordance *th a
films,
and
a
November
26,
and
lasting
five
daily
personal
one of 19 Murray State students serving as volunteer tutors in an recently invited to send in
McCuiston will be held at Faxon
(Continued on Page Twelve)
independent reading program in the Murray city schools. The prayer requests. As a result, control program for home or nights.
School on Saturday, November
work.
It
has
been
Sponsored
by
the
Murray
successful
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Coy Garrett, she is shown working with some 50,000 prayer needs have
18,
at
seven
p.m.,
sponsored
by
David Benton, one of 40 Murray elementary students receiving a been received at the "Reviva: over a period of more than eight Seventh-day Adventist Church the Wranglers Riding Club.
significant boost to their learning abilities
because of the one- time" offices in Springlitio„ years in major cities around as a community service, the
Entertainment will be fur-4-the world.
Five-Day Plan alma to help
to-one, individualized tutoring made available through the help of Missouri
nished by the Rock House Creek
improve
the
health
of
the
the Murray State students.
Uprising. Turner Brothers,
These needs have bi
community and to contribute to
Gene Kirk and the Country
complied into lists
the national physical-fitness
Gentlemen, Lee Bolen and
duplicated for distribution
program, Strong explains.
Band, and BuMac Boys.
Already held suecessfullyrin
The concession stand will be
groups. Every individual will be
cities all across the United
open and the public is invited to
asked to pray for 15 to 25
States and Canada, the FiveBobby Joe Sims, newly
attend. All proceeds will go to
specific needs. Such needs as
Day Plan to Stop Smoking help defray
.
expenses incurred elected president of the
physical healing, financial
features such topics as the
since McCuiston was injured on Calloway County High Band
problems, and marital troubles
psychological and physical
Labor Day of this year. Mc- Boosters, presided over the
most
frequent
are among the
aspects of the habit, how
Cuiston has been hospitalized at regular monthly meeting held
prayer requests, Rev. Dodd
Coach
Cal
Luther
from
Head
craving can be lessened, how
WASHINGTON AP, — Pres- the final round of talks with
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, for Monday night in the band room.
said.
Murray State University was
idential adviser Henry A. Kis- The before the week is out.
sometime with a back injury. Approximately sixty persons
The "Revivaltime" World the chief
Twelve)
speaker
at
the
Page
on
)Continued
singer is expected to leave for
While Tho stopped in Moscow Prayer meeting has grown to
were present.
Paris at any time, perhaps Wednesday on his return from the place where it is called the November 14 meeting of the
Terry
Goodwin,
band
today,for his climactic meeting Hanoi, Kissinger kept up his largest prayer meeting of its Murray Lions Club.
director, descirbed the design of
Luther
indicated
that
Coach
with chief North Vietnamese telephone consultations with kind in the world, the pastor
the band uniforms. Bids will
Valley Conference
the Ohio
negotiator Le Duc The.
President Nixon at nearby added.
soon
be made on these. There
would be a tight and exciting,
As of this Morning, the White Camp David: "
was great enthusiasm over the
this
year
and
one
that
fans'
race
House had said nothing. about
And Kissinger continued his
description of the proposed
would enjoy following.
Kissinger's imminent journey own consultbtions with National
uniforms for the ninety-three
Luther extended an invitation
though it had promised to give Security Council aides and
Four accidents were in- backing out of a parking place, member band.
to
the
public
to
attend
the
intraadvance notice of his depar- State Department experts. He
The Band Boosters are
squad game on Monday, vestigated by the Murray City headed east, when the collision
ture. But officials stuck by met Wednesday for the second.
continuing
their drive to raise
Police
Wednesday.
No
injuries
occurred.
November 20, at 7:30 p.m. This
their predictions he would start straight day with Under SecreThe Magazine Club will meet
Damage to the Starks car was funds for the purchase of these
will be the first introduction of .ere reported in any of the
tary of State U. Alexis Johnson on Friday, November 17, at 2:30
to the right front fender. No uniforms. A Chrsitmas concert
the team to Racer fans. The incidents.
and William Sullivan, deputy p.m. at the Murray Woman's
The
first
accident
occurred
at
damage was reported to the is planned for Sunday afadmission fee of fifty cents per
assistant secretary of state for Club House instead of Thurternoon, December 10, at 2:30
used for season 11:10 a.m., on S. 4th Street, and McDaniel car.
person
will
be
sday, November 16, as
Southeast Asia.
At 11:30 a.m., a two-car p.m at the school. Advance
expenses of the cheerleading involved cars driven by Thomas
As Kissinger kept up his previously announced, acL. Starks, Route Six, and Ragan collision occurred on ,N. 16th, tickets will be sold. These
squad.
work in anticipation of the cording to the hostess, Mrs. E.S.
The regular season for the S. McDaniel, 400 S. 9th, ac- involving cars driven by Vickie tickets may be purchased from
round of meetings he has prom- Ferguson,
E. Gamble, Route One, and any member of the band or by
Racers opens with an encounter cording to police reports.
ised will wrap up a settlement,
Members are asked to please .against the touring Australian
Investigating officers said the Rebecca A. Hogancamp Route contacting the school. All
there were other developments note the change in date for this Nationals
proceeds will go to the uniform
Saturday, Starks car was stopped in the Seven, according to police.
on
indicating some of the details month due to the Thanksgiving November 25, and Luther urges traffic lane, headed north on
Officers said the Gamble car fund.
are near completion.
Goodwin also said the band
holiday. The women are asked all Murrayans to come out and 4th, and the McDaniel car was was headed east, making a left
In Washington, State Depart- to bring gifts for patients at support this opener since most
onto would be very busy until Chrparking
lot
a
turn
from
The Murray Fire Department ment spokesman Charles W. Western State Hospital.
16th, and the Hogancamp car sitmas vacation. They will
students will be away on
was called out three times BraY"Sald Wednesday the UnThe program will be Thanksgiving holiday.
we_s headed south on 16th when travel to Hopkinsville Saturday
Wednesday, according to ited States-feels it has obtained
presented by Mrs. Harry
collision occurred. Damage for : a parade and Class A
the
first
vice
Harmon,
James
department reports.
Continued on Page 'Twelve)
Sparks and Mrs. L.J. Hortin, president, presided over the
cars was to the front competition for a ti-ohpy and
both
to
At 4:30 p.m., three men and
prize money. November 25 the
end.
absence
meeting
in
the
business
one truck responded to a grass
third accident occurred band will participate in a
The
He
Rex
Thompson.
of
president
fire at the intersection of Highat 11:34 a.m., at the intersection Chrsitmas parade here in
announced the annual Christway 641 and 121 Bypass.
An evening of entertainment of
5th and Elm, and involved Murray to help bring delight to
members
and
party
for
rtIas
Firemen remained on the scene
is scheduled at the Murray
driven by Ronald H. Dunn, the youngsters of Murray and
cars
Paris
be
held
at
guests
to
for thirty minutes. The cause of
Middle School Tuesday evening
12th, and Rexie A. Dowdy Calloway County. December 9
212
S.
Landing State Lodge on irrorder to raise funds for new
the fire was not known.
One, Alm, according to the band will march again in a
Route
reservations
and
December
18,
At 5:55 p.m., eleven men and
basketball uniforms.
Chrsitmas parade in Paducah.
police.
November
the
made
by
must
be
three trucks reponsded to a gas
Three basketball games will
The director said the band
vehicle
Dunn
said
the
Officers
28 meeting.
fire at the service station at 401
be played, the first starting at 7
was a hard working group of
David Lanier, chairman for p.m. with a clash between the
S. 4th. A light on an automobile
students and they appreciated
had reportedly shorted out,
the Radio Auction announced seventh and eighth grade
very much the support the'
the dates for this year's auction teams. The second game will
causing a fire in the gas tank.
Roosters are giving them. He
to be December 13, and 14, on feature a father and son contest
The blaze was extinguished
expressed his apprecation to all
WNBS during the evening while the last game will be
with. CO2, according to
those people who help in any
broadcast hours. Anyone who between the faculty men and
department reports.
way to raise the necessary,
has not been contacted by Lions the members of the basketball
Eleven men and three trucks
funds for the much needed
Club members within the next teams.
answered an alarm to the home
Story hour at the Calloway uniforms.
few days and who wishes to
A pep band will be present County Public Library on
of T.O. Downing, 1103 Fairlane,
The presiderit said several
contribute merchandise for and the concession stand will be Friday at three p.m. will consist friends of the band had donated
at 6:05 p.m. Wednesday.
sale, should contact either open. Ladies from the faculty mainly of Thanksgiving stories and pledge personal gifts to this
A range oven had reported
David Lanier of or Thomas E. will be serving as cheerleaders with story tellers in Indian and drive. He especially thanked
shorted out, causing an elecShirley for information.
along with the regular seventh Pilgrim costumes.
trical fire, according to reports.
these individuals and groups for
and eighth grade cheerleaders.
The blaze was again exThe movie "Toot, Whistle, their interest and help. He also
Admission will be one dollar Plunk & Boom," an animated thanked William B. Miller,
tinguished with CO2.
SHRINE CLUB
adults and 25 cents for cartoon on musical instruments Superintend
Coui,
itsk
it of Calloway
Wade Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Smith and Robert
The Murray-Calloway County for
NAME OMITTED
County_ Sch `ls, and the
of all times will be shown.
,Kondratko, son of Mr. and Mrs. M.P. Kondratko, work on posters Shrine Club will hold its regular students.
The name of Peggy Rogers, for the contest sponsored.by the Home Department of the Murray monthly social meeting on
y Board of
This will mark the end of -Calloway
Week Education for the help they
gook
freshman, was omitted in the
Children's
Woman's Club as part of the current Hometown Cleanup Cam- Saturday. November 18, at the
FREE KITTENS
have been held have given.
list of students named to the
paign. This is one of several contests to be conducted for the Woodmen of the World Hall. A
Two yellow kittens, eight festivities which
good reading
honor roll at Calloway County
stress
The next meeting of the.Band
to
week
all
young people in Murray and Calloway County to encourage and potluck supper will be served at weeks old, are free to persons
High School for the first nine
draw attention to cleaning up the environment. Wade and Robert 630 p.m. All members and their for pets. For information call for children, a library Boosters is planned for
weeks grading period.
December 11.
spokesman said.
are first grade students at Robertson Elementary.
wives are urged to attend.
753-6632.

Musical Benefit
For McCuiston To
Be Held At Faxon

Speaker For
Lions Club

Activities Planned
To Fund Uniforms
For Middle School
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Mary Simon realizes
her husband won't quit
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By BETH MOHR
Copley News Service
"You just don't say that to
anyone who has such a deep
desire to race," Mary Ann
Simon said.
She was explaining why you
never think of saying,"Give it
up," to your husband when he
is Dick Simon.
Mrs. Simon was talking
about what it's like to be the
wife of a top race car driver —
and the mother of seven and
grandmother of one.
"I used to be upset when he
first started," Mrs. Simon
said in an interview. "Everytime he rolled that car on the
track. I would cry. But he understood how I felt and took
time to explain all of the safety features involved.
"Because I understand, I
know that race driving is not
as dangerous as it used to be. I
know that drivers are skilled
and look out for each other.
"When something goes
wrong, it's because something
happens to the car, not because of the driver."
There is no question about
her husband's skill. He began
competing in 1968, was invited
to the Race of Champions at
Riverside eight months later
and qualified for the In-

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago
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Dr. William A. Seay, dean and director of the
College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, was featured speaker at the
Farm-City Banquet held here last night with Arlie
Scott as toastmaster.
"Happy Birthday to Vernon Hale," from the
column "Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Ray Roberts has been granted his real estate
salesman's license by the Kentucky Real Estate
Commission and has now joined the firm, "Roberts
Realty.
Jimmy Thompson, Randall Patterson, Gerald
Paschall, Cooper Thomas. Arlis Byars, Howard
Steely, Walter Steely, and Thomas Scruggs are
officers of Hazel Camp 138 WOW.

20 Years Ago Today
LIUM31111 & Till= FILX

Clay Erwin, age 76, died yesterday at his home in
Meridian, Miss. He served as Calloway County
attorney from 1910-1914.
The Calloway Manufacturing Company will begin
operations here in Murray in about three months,
according to Robert F. Hayes, president of the
concern.
Eugene V. Garland, machinist's mate fireman
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs Fred S. Garland, serving
aboard the attack carrier USS Princeton, returned
to the United States after serving eight months in
combat duty in Korea.
Jimmy Dorsey and his orchestra, featuring the
famous "original Dorseyland band" will appear in
person at Murray State College on November 18.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
For there is no difference between the Jew and the
Greek: for 'the same Lord over aU is rich mite all
that call upon him.—Romans 10:12.

God is the Father of all mankind, regardless of
race or color.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The benefits of intellectual growth gained in
viewing half the stuff on TV are about as substantial
as what the schoolboy learned when he copied an
exercise paper from the pupil in the next seat and
turned it in as his own—that boobs are made. not
born.
"When Ahab went to Ascalon,
they sold him gilded bricks."
—The Boob Ballad

et kleraolad
Dear Editor:
Once again, please accept the
grateful appreciation of the
Calloway County Arthritis
Committee and the Kentucky
Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation for the wonderful
Support and coverage given to
our 1972 Victory Campaign.
This year's campaign raised
$2,870.00, well exceeding its goal
of 82,300.00.
Our job as volunteers in the
fund-raisixw, drive is made
immeasurab57 easier when the
public is informed as to the
importance of their contributions in the fight to stop
arthritis. It certainly gives us
an added boost to know we can
count on your continuing help in
spreading the word about arthritis to people who need help,
as well as to those who can help
them.
On behalf of the staff and
volunteers, our sincere thanks.
Cordially,
Mrs. Bruce Thomas
1972 Publicity Chairman
Calloway County
The Arthritis Foundation
Dear Editor:
The
40th
Anniversary
Thanksgiving Celebration of
Memorial Baptist Church was a
big success. Everyone seemed
to enjoy being together
thanking God for the many blessings of our heritage and for •
the challenges of the present
and future.
We certainly thank you for the

fine publicity given this event in
your paper. We also thank you
for your week by week coverage
of news items from churches in
this area.
"Our hats off to the past and
our coats off to the present,"
was the challenge Bro. Wendell
Hone gave us in the afternoon
meeting. Each of us should have
a proper respect for our past but
we must also remember there is
much work to be done in the
present. Our working at the
problems and opportunities of
today will provide a cherishable
heritage for those who reflect on
our day.
Pastor and People
Memorial Baptist Church
Jerrell White, Pastor

Firemen discover
$50,000 in ceiling
While firemen were sifting
through the embers of a firedamaged house in Queens,
New York, owned by Mrs.
Sophie Brody, an 80-year-old
widow, bundles of money totalling $50,000 dropped from
the ceiling.
Relations went to a police
station to watch the money totaled up but would give no explanation. Now tax officials
are making inquiries.
SALT TALK
The ocean has an average
concentration of dissolved
salts of 35.000 parts per thousand

Today In
History

'MIER TtiAr, THIS OfhiHT TO BE"

Animals find California
preserve to their liking
By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service
SAN PASQUAL VALLEY,
Calif. — Move over, Frazier.
Everybody knows your story
by now. How you, a lion so old
that you had to be held up to
mate with your harem of lion- s'
esses, fathered a bunch of
cubs before you finally gave'
out from the effort.
Well, down San Diego way
they've found a secret method
to get lions of all ages to breed
— as well as some of the
rarest animals in captivity,
who have never bred before.
Like Charley, for example,
who may be ready to take
over your title of King of the
Breeders. Charley is a ground
hornbill, a big heavy bird that
looks like a cross between an
overstuffed beanbag on stilts
and a letter-opener. Seems
Charley is the proud father of
a couple of baby hornbills, the
first ever bred in the United
States.
Charley's been passing out
mice to all his friends ever
since.
Then there's this big white
rhino, see. There are only
about 70 of them in the whole
world, and they just have
never mated before in captivity, and he's been mating like
crazy ever since ... well, we'll
get to that later.
You must be getting the picture by now, Frazier. But before your fans 'start moping,
maybe you should be let in on
the secret behind this wild
breeding down San Diego
way. ... •
It's the biggest wild animal
park in the world, three

square miles of seemingly
endless grassland and lakes
and streambeds, dotted with
lions, elephants, zebras, water buffalo — not to mention
ground hornbills.
It's making zoo directors all
over the world sit up and take
notice. After all, zoo directors, just like everybody else,
have been stung by the conservation bug these days, and
the San Diego Wild Animal
Park is an attempt — successful so far — to get some of the
rarest animals in the world to
treed.
Naturally everyone at the
park, from Dr. Charles
Schroeder, the director, down
to the people who work in the
restaurants and shops in the
authentic African village, are
excited about all the breeding
going on and keep close track
of it.
During the ride on the
monorail that circles the
park, for example, Ken, a
guide, tells some awed visitors:
"If you look to our left you'll
see a group of lions. But don't
lean over too far. A lady did
that the other day and lost her
wig."
Ken chuckles.
"Some of the drivers were
reporting baby lions being
born for an hour before we finally decided it was a wig."
"This represents a whole
new trend in the keeping of
animals," said Dr. Schroeder,
who also doubles as director
of the San Diego Zoo, during
an interview in the Nairobi •
village. Behind him, a few
yards away, the chimpanzees

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
Research Payoff
Medical research is thought of
as being very costly: and it is
true that much of the time it is.
But not always is this so, particulary when relatively small sums
help a young scientist or clinician get starteg. There may be a
payoff to his research far in excess of expenditure and expectation.
A small grant, of 53.500, by
HEW's Health Services and
Mental Health Administration
through the National Institute
of Mental Health. iflustra4s
such a research payoff.
A young Boston tisychologist
received the grant to do research
on what therapies are most effective in treating alcoholics. from
that study has come the design
of a successful hospital-clinic
program dedicated solely to alcoholism and drug addiction.
As a fledgling researcher, Dr
Joseph Mayer received the
award to do a pilot study to determine what kinds of patients,
under what conditions of treat-

ment, showed what kinds of
change.
He gathered information regarding the family lives, education, health, and employment of
several hundred patients at the
alcoholism clinic of Boston's
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital.
Dr. Mayer kept detailed records of the kinds of treatment
the patients received, what kinds
of professionals treated them,
what medication was used, and
what type of psychotherapy or
supportive counselling was employed.
FrOrst his data and its analyst*,
he was able to develop a considerable amount of useful information on how hest to deal V. rth
and help different kinds of 11,
t lents with varying alcoholjsm
problems.

Today. Dr. Mayer oversee,
the. Washingtonian Center for
Addictions in Boston and credits
the grant project withIroviding
a scientific basis for his subse
own( work, a heartening example of how a small research
grant paid dividends.

were swinging through the
bamboo.
"Our purpose is to show the
animals the way they really
live and, in addition, we hope
to have an unusual effect on
reproduction.
••We have strong indications that this is happening,"
Schroeder added. "We aren't
intending, however, to repopulate the wilds with these animaLs; but- to supply them to
zoos."
The "strong indications"
Schroeder is talking about include the mating of the northern white rhinos ("It'll be
about 16 months before we'll
know whether we have any
little rhinos, though," Schroeder said regretfully) as well
as the mating of Charley with
a female hornbill, the birth of
cheeta cubs(the first births in
captivity in the world) and
others.
Dr. Schroeder has a theory
about why animals are mating so readily in the wild animal park.
"In a zoo there is really no
normal behavior," said Dr.
Schroeder.
In the park, however —
which is almost an exact imitation of the African veldt and
Asian water country where
the animals come from — the
animals feel at home. And
since visitors are not allowed
to roam among the animals,
but are confined to the monorail once they leave the halfmile-long Nairobi village, it's
the animals who feel free, and
the visitors who feel that they
are strangers in an exotic
land.
t:
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Today is Thursday, Nov. 16,
the 321st day of 1972. There are
45 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1933, the United States and the Soviet Union
established diplomatic relations.
On this date:
In 1776, in the Revolutionary
War, the British captured Ft.
Washington on the Hudson River—on what is now Upper Manhattan—and took 2,000 prisoners.
In 1864, Henry Clay wrote the
song "Marching Through Georgia" to commemorate Gen.
Sherman's march to the sea.
In 1907, Oklahoma became
the 46th state of the Union.
In 1908.. Arturo.. Iose,adini
made his U.S. debut, conducting "Aida" at the Metropolitan Opera House in New
York.
In 1944, in World War II, six
Allied armies began a big offensive drive in France, Germany and the Netherlands.
In 1945, Dwight D. Eisenhower proposed a merger of
the U.S. armed forces.
Ten years ago: The United
States told the United Nations
it was optimistic about prospects for disarmament agreements.
Five years ago: Twenty-three
Turkish Cypriots died in fighting on the island of Cyprus.
One year ago: Col. Rudolf
Abel, once the Kremlin's master spy in the United States,
died of lung cancer in Russia.
Today's birthdays: Actor
Burgess Meredith, is 63. Former radio commentator Mary
Margaret McBride is 73.
Thought for today: If God intended for women to wear
slacks, he would have constructed them differently—Emily Post.
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,anything goes in

dianapolis 500 in 1970.
"Getting into the Lndy 500
was a great dream for Dick,
and we worked as a team to
help him achieve the dream
quickly," Mrs. Simon said.
Working as a member of the
team, she is with her husband
and his crew in the garage before races and in the pit during practice — areas traditionally off-limits to wives.
Registering for the Pocono
500, Simon asked for his credentials for his wife to enter
garage and pit. He was told
that the only way Mrs. Simon
could be issued credentials
was to be a car owner. She became a co-owner in short
order.
-I am never in the pit during a race," Mss. Simon said.
"I'm not a mechanic and
there really is no place or
need for me there. That's
when I am in the wives' section of the stands."
Always there when her husband races, she considers
"just being there" her role as
a team member. But it goes
beyond that. Her help not only
centers around the races, but
around her husband's job as
president of a life insurance
company.
•'I can take some of the load
off the crew so that they can

keep working without bothering about the little things,"
Mrs. Simon said. "I know
enough about parts and tools
and can get the right things
when I am sent on errands. I
prepare food so that the men
have three good meals a day
and I keep in touch with the
office and home so Dick
doesn't have to bother with
those calls."
Not that it's necessary to
keep in touch with home in
Salt Lake City, Utah, during
the Indy 500 and any other big
race scheduled during school
vacation. That's when at least
six of the Simons' seven are
in the stands.
The
couple's
oldest
daughter, Robin, 18, ( Mrs.
Michael Andrus) has a 2-yearold son of her own. The other
children, ranging in age from
3 to 16, go to the races whenever time permits.
"Except for about three big
races in May, July and September, the rest are on weekends," Mrs. Simon said.
"That means that we are
away about one or two weekends a month.
"Dick is on the job Mondsy
through Friday. He may leave
about noon on a Friday, but he
always is at his office on Monday morning."

According To Boyle

Don't Send Me Gifts
That I Don't Want
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (API — Christmas is memorable because of
what you don't get as well as
what you don't want.
I'd like my Christmas made
more memorable this year that
way — by what I don't get.
It isn't that I lack the
yuletide spirit. I love to get a
present I can use — such as a
pair of warm gloves,. size 10, a
conservative shirt with a regular collar, size 16,-2-33, or a half
dozen linen handkerchiefs,
large nose size.
But it is a problem for me to
get things I can't use — such
s-a•-peri—stand—iiiith a broken
imitation marble base, an inflatable two-man plastic submarine, or a copy of the Venus
de Milo done in anthracite coal.
For one thing, they are
usually too big to throw down
the apartment house incinerator.. For another thing,
you can't give them away easily. If you get a gift that isn't
useful to you, the'odds are that
it won't be useful to anyone
else you know.
In the old days you could
palm off these gifts on the janitor, and he would feign a look
of gratitude. But not today.
Most apartment house superin
tendents, as they are now
called, aren't so easily gulled
into hauling such debris away.
Many refuse to accept a
present of any kind from a
tenant unless it is wrapped with
a $10 bill, and that's a pretty

stiff price to pay jut to dispose
of something someone has
foisted on you in the name of
seasonal good will. One wonders why so many people go to
so much trouble to buy things
tor other people that no one on
earth could possibly find joy,
use or gratitude in. Could
Christmas be schizophrenic?
Are people unconsciously trying
to punish rather than reward
each other?
So, whoever yop are, if
you've decided to send me
something for Christmas,'don't
make it a portrait of Adolf Hitler in needlepoint, an album of
nude Santa Claus sketches or.a
Tramed crayon drawing made
by your grandchild, the one
who is flunking in kindergarten.
And even if you've decided to
be big about it and send me a
new sports car, be sure it has
whitewall tires or you'll get it
back by return freight.
Call me churlish if you will,
but I don't want to get any
more things I don't want.
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Fuqua-Dunn Wedding Vows Solemnized
Thursday, November 11
The French Honor Society,
Zeta Omicron, MSU, will meet
at the home of Dr. Alice Bowers
at seven p.m.
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The Lynn Grove PTA will
meet at the school at seven p.m.
with the program by the first
grade, Mrs. Ruth Calhoun,
teacher.
A birthday luncheon for all
Senior Citizens will be held at
the Community Center on Ellis
Drive at 12 noon, sponsored by
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi. All food will be
furnished by the sorority
chapter.
The Carter School PTA will
meet at the school at seven p.m.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a breakfast at the Holiday
Inn at seven a.m. Members are
to bring gifts for patients at
Western
State
Hospital.
Hostesses are Mesdames Frank
Kane, Salvatore Matarazzo,
Ace McReynolds, Tom Rowlett,
and W.V. Russell.
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees and Jaycettes will visit
patients at the Convalescent
Division of the hospital at 6:30
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The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have an open meeting at the
club house at two p.m. with
Rev. John Jones as speaker.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Claud Miller, Starkie CoLson,
T.C. Doran, and Clifton Harrell,

ifts

Women's Auxiliary of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m. at
the lodge hall.
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Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Meet At
Thomas' Cottage
The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church met
at the cottage of Mrs. Mason
Thomas on Monday, November
6, at ten o'clock in the morning
for the World Day of Prayer
program.
Mrs. Ethel Simmons was
leader for the program on the
theme, "Communicating the
(;ospel."
Also taking part in the
program were Mesdames
Mason Thomas, Alvin Futrell,
Walton Fulkerson, Albert
Crider, George Cossey, Charles
Burkeen, Gary Wicker, Larry
Suiter, Grace Barnes, Peal
Moore, Floy Caldwell and Mae
Williams.
During the afternoon session
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson was
leader for the Royal Service
program. Mrs. Mae Williams
led the closing prayer.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon.

The ROTC Cadet wives and
fiancees will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at Wrather Hall, third floor
room 25.
Friday, November 17
Botique Bazaar will be at
American Legion Hall from ten
am, to four p.m., sponsored by
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi.
Saturday, November 18
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have its noon luncheon at the
club house with Mrs. John
Nance, Mrs. Aaron Chapman,
Dr. Alberta Chapman, and Mrs.
W. C. Adams as hostesses. Note
change in date

Botique Bazaar continues at
the American Legion Hall from
ten a.m. to two p.m.
A musical benefit for Keys
McCuiston will be held at Faxon
School at seven p.m., sponsored
by the Wranglers Riding Club.
Boy Scout Troop 77 will have
its annual newspaper drive. For
pickup call 753-3824 between
nine a.m. and four p.m. any
day.

Miss Lynda Louise Conley,
December 30th bride-elect of
Robert Burrus Stubblefield,
was complimented with a coffee
on Saturday, November 11, at
the lovely home of Mrs.
Coleman McKeel, Hazel Road.
The gracioud hostesses for
the special event were Mrs.
McKeel, Mrs. James Armbruster, and Mrs. Hassel
Kuykendall.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear from her
trousseau a multi-colored street
length dress and was presented
with a hostesses' gift corsage of
white carnations.
Mrs. Howard A. Conley of
Somerset, mother of the brideelect, and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., mother of the
groom-elect,
were
also
presented corsages of - white
carnation, gifts of the hostesses.
Refresbments were served
from the beautifully appointed
table overlaid with a red and
white cloth and centered with
an arrangement of red and
white carnations and baby's
breath in a silver revere bowl.
Thirty-seven persons called
during the morning hours of
nine-thirty to eleven-thirty
o'clock.
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DEAR R OR W: It's a draw. But a man is slow to
forgive a woman who publicly betitues him. You should
have let him take his own sweet time getting home—and
THEN hit him with the mop!
DEAR ABBY: When someone carries a cake, pie, salad
or something like that to my home, I never return the pan
or bowl it came in empty. My mother taught me that.
Well, yesterday my sister in law dropped off a collection of my pots, pans, and bowls she'd had at her house for
over a year. They werekt empty, either. And do you know
what she had in them? A bill for storage!
Was this supposed to be funny?
NOT LAUGHING'

Miss Lynda Conley
Honored At Coffee
At McKeel Home
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DEAR ABBY: My husband complained that he was too
exhausted after work to mow our lawn, so my 13-year-old
son and I did it, and believe me, it was no small job.
Meanwhile my husband disappeared. About sundown I
was shaking the mop from an upstairs bedroom window
and I happened to look across the way, and there was
"Exhausted" hammering away on my neighbor's root! My
neighbor is a young, pretty widow who I hear, hasn't paid
lin cash) to get anything done around her house since her
husband died last year.
Well, I went right over there and climbed up the ladder
he used to get on her roof, and I hit him a good one with
the mop. I told him that j he had that much energy ta get
on home because I had a few jobs for him. The widow saw
it all and chuck/ed. He came home shortly afterward but
was so mad he wouldn't speak to me. All thru supper he
wouldn't even look at me, and that was the first night we
ever went to bed mad.
Now, you be the judge, Abby. Should I be mad at him
for refusing to mow the lawn, but going next door to work
on that lady's root? Or should he be mad at me for going
after him and making him come home?
RIGHT OR WRONG

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have its social
meeting at the WOW Hall. A
potluck supper will be served at
6:30 p.m.

AT RECORD
my, from Sus, recently set a
of 63.26 mph for
ore powerboats

'oncert of the Decade!
CAN SEE IT
HEAR IT...
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Wife REALLY mops up
exhausted husband

Joe O'Bryan
Wanda Gough
Jeannie Starks
Sophie Sagiera
Frances Roberts
Cathy Durham
Mrs. W. J. Pitman
Julia Cain
Mary Frank Paschall
Ann Brooks
Sandra Jones,
Linda Fain
Marianne Rogers
Howard Giles
Dot Emerson
Sharon Hopkins
Mrs. Olin Moore
Janice Nix
Diana Underhill
Beatrice Lewis
Mrs. Bailey Riggins
Mrs. Dee Denning
Ree Ree Snyder
Mrs. Donna Cobb
Lezlee Bartholomy
Mrs. Ryan Graham
Judith Belt
Kim Suiter
Rosa Outland
Beulah Gordon
Jan Burke
Mrs. Angie Gibbs
Sally Grasts
Glens Herndon
Elizabeth Brown
Renita Latimer
Linda Bidwell
Dorothy Erwin
Robbie Witherspoon
Vicki Greenfield
Mrs. Steve Andrus
Margart Gobeen
Irene Young
Mrs. Jerry W. Upton
Marla Thompson
Wanda Sutter
Mrs. J. N. Outland
Janice Pasternak
Mrs. W. B. Seale
1 Debbie Rogers
'

If you have not received your Gift,
please stop by at
1119 N. Arcadia
Central Shopping Center

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Dunn
Miss Cindy Fuqua became the
bride of Bob Dunn in a recent
ceremony solemnized by the
uncle of the groom, Rev. Cave
Thomas of Lone Oak, at the
United
Chapel
Burnetts
Methodist Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben D. Fuqua of
Farmington andMr. Dunn is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Dunn of Murray.
Mrs. Robert Wright kept the
guest register as the guests
assembled and Miss Shelia
Duncan presented a program of
nuptial music. The traditional
wedding marches were played.
The vows were exchanged
before a setting of candlelight
and greenery. Spiral candelabra and a white wrought
iron prie-deau formed the vocal
point of the decorations. An
arched candelabrum was
played within the chancel and
baskets of greenery in wrought
iron stands were placed at
vantage points to complete the
scene. Tapered candles and
greenery were in each window
and family pews were
designated with large white
satin bows.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, Miss Fuqua chose a floor
length gown of white lustered
polyester peau de sole,
fashioned by her mother. The
empire waistline and high-rise
collar were accented by a satin
band edged in pearls and
fastened with a Dior bow in the
back. The bodice of the gown
was covered with a panel of
Alencon lace, reembroiderecl
with crystal bagettes and pearls
and fastened with self-covered
buttons. The same reembroidered lace fastened with
satin buttons formed the cuffs of
the leg-of-mutton sleeves.
Complimenting the gown was
the cathedral length mantilla of
silk illusion which flowed from a
Juliet cap fashioned from the
lace. The bride carried a
bouquet of white roses and lilies
of the valley centered with a
detachable orchid and tied with
white satin streamers in lovers
knots.
Miss Beverly Smith of
F'almouth was the maid of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Miss Sharon Sims, cousin of the
bride, and Mrs. Lynn Hodges of
Frankfort. Misses Alicia and
Allyson Fuqua, nieces of the
bride, were flower girls.
The attendants were identically attired in floor length
gowns of nile green crepe accented with forest green velvet
tx;leros. Ruffles of the .crepe
formed the high necklines and
cuffs of the sleeves and finished
the bottom of the skirts. They
carried, colonial baskets of
straw flowers in variegated fall

colors. Their headpieces of
forest green illusion were attached to velvet dior bows.
Ronnie Watson of Murray,
brother in law of the groom,
served as best man. Groomsmen were Randy Crutcher and
Roger Davis, both of Memphis,
Tenn. Jay Watson, nepbew of
the groom, was ring bearer.
John Fuqua of Hickory, Ben
David Fuqua of Lexington and
John Hale of Humboldt, Term.,
lit the candles and served as
ushers.
The bride's mother chose for
her daughter's wedding a blue
polyester lace knit dress and
wore brown accessories. Mrs.
Dunn, mother of the groom,
wore a pink two-piece knit dress
and chose hot pink accessories.
Their corsages were white roses
with tulle and white satin ribbons.
Reception
Mr. and Mrs. Fuqua entertained
immediately
following the ceremony with a
reception in the church
fellowship hall. Assisting in
serving were Mrs. Jane Edwards of Mayfield, Miss
Melodee Humm of Evansville,
Ind., and Miss Beverly Johnson
of Farmington.
The bride's table was centered with an arrangement of
roses, baby's breath and
assorted fall flowers. The table
draped in a floor length lace
cloth over green satin, held the
three tiered wedding cake
topped with a miniature bride
and groom. Puch was served
from a crystal punch bowl, and
the other appointments were of
silver.
to
After a wedding trip
Gatlinburg, Tenn., Mr. and
Mrs. Dunn are at home in
Memphis, Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
On the evening preceding the
Fuqua-Dunn wedding, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Dunn, parents of
the groom, entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at the Holiday
Inn in Murray. The guest list
included members of the
wedding party, the two families
and guests.
Prenuptial parties for Mrs.
Dunn included a tea at the
Community
Farmington
Building with Mrs. Ena Andrus,
Mrs. John Fuqua, Mrs. rtita
Wright, and Mrs Judith Fuqua
as hostesses; a luncheon at the
home of Mrs. Frances Thurmond of Murray with Mrs.
Thurmond and Mrs. Ethel
Lassiter as hostesses; a
miscellaneous shower at the
home of Mrs. Cletus Colson of
Murray with Mrs. Colson as
hostess; a personal shower at
the home of Mrs. Ray Wilford
with Mrs Wilford, Miss Sharon
Sims and Miss Beverly Johnson
as hostesses; a wedding party

at the home of Mrs. James
Green of Murray with Mrs.
Vernon Edwards and Mrs.
Green as hostesses; a
miscellaneous shower was
given by Misses Beverly Smith,
Barbara Peterson, Beverly
Johnson and Sharon Sims at
Murray.
Coming for the wedding from
out of town were Mr. and Mrs.
Willard Shelton, Falmouth; Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Joyce and Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Blaltney,
Benton; Mr. and Mrs. V. W.
Meredith, Rev. and Mrs. Cave
Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. Don
Korte.all of Paducah; Mraad
Mrs. Randy
Crutcher and
Roger Davis, Memphis, Tenn.;
Tim Chandler and Sam Hutchenson, Dresden, Tenn.; Rick
Coleman, Parsons, Term.; Miss
Frieda Berry, Owensboro; Mr.
and Mrs. Ben David Fuqua and
family, Lexington; Miss
Melodee Humm and Billy
Humm, Evansville, Ind.; John
Hale, Humboldt, Term.; Dan
Greene, Portland, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Lanny Finley,
Madisonville.

DEAR NOT: I hope so.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 55-year-old man with an 89-yearold problem. My mother in law lives with us and we
haven't had a decent night's sleep in twp years.
Before then, for 22 years, my wife and her older sister
took turns keeping Mom. One sister would keep her until
she gave out, then the other one would take her until SHE
gave out. There are two brothers who tried to keep Mom,
but after the second day they' called and screamed, "Come
and get her, she is driving us nutty —
My wife's sister died two years ago, but my wife promised her on her deathbed she'd never put Mom in a home.
Mom won't eat unless you feed her, and she has to be
bathed and looked after like a child. I haven't slept with my wife in two years because
we've had to keep our bedroom door opened in case Mom
calls us or falls out of bed. And with the door open Mom
wanders in and out of our room all night long.
I'm afraid my wife is heading for a nervous breakdown. I know Mom belongs in a borne and her sons have
offered to foot the bill, but my wife doesn't want to go back
on her word.
What is your advice?
WHIPPED IN TENNESSEE
DEAR WHIPPED: Deathbed promises are usually
charged with emotion, so the word from here is to put Morn
in a home. And tell your wife she needn't feel guilty. The
Lord is all forgiving and compassionate, and He will understand.
NEIDENTIAL .10...THOSE INTERESTED IN BUY.
'7"--€9
ING ONE SHOE ONLY: Hundreds of maga wrote Is-from every area of the coantry--telling me where one could
purchase one shoe only. If you are interested, please send a
stamped, addressed envelope for a personal reply.

Arthur Perry
near Kirksey, on November 20,
1880, Mr. Perry is the son of the
late Willis Perry and Lucy
Skaggs Perry. On Christmas
Eve, 1902, Mr. Perry was
married to the late Lynda
Skinner. To this union were
born six sons, including Fred,
Paul, Jewel, Ottie, Dock, and
John, and three daughters,
Juantia Nettie,
and Clara.
Juanita Perry Johnson, the
oldest daughter, died on October 23, 1971.
Mr, Perry has a brother and a
rster who are still living,
Plenty Perry, and Opal Perry
Blanton. Additionally, Mr.
Perry
has
twenty-seven
grandchildren and twenty-four
great-grandchildren.
Mr. Perry lost his wife, Lynda
Kinner, on May 30, 1945. At the
age of 85, he retired from farming near Alm° Heights. Since
that time, he has made his home
with his daughter and son-inlaw, Mr. and Mrs. F.A. Cogdell
on South Third Street in
Murray.
Mr. Perry remains active and
relatively healthy for a man of
his venerable age.
Flatter yourself with pearls
toned to your color type. The
Cultured Pearl Association
gives these guidelines. The
pale pink "rose" shades are
suggested for blondes. Creamy
tones are best for brunettes,
the silver or bluish hues for
gray-haired women and the
deeper "champagne" tones are
unusually striking against
darktrfl;".
nuances in color, exaniitit
several strands together under
natural light and against a
I. hire surface.
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PLACK SUEDE
SORCERY

Bridal Shower Is
Given In Honor
Of Denise Grogan
Miss Denise Grogan, brideelect of Dale Willis of
Washington Court House, Ohio,
was complimented with a bridal
shower at the home of Mrs.
Zelna Carter, Wednesday,
November 1, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Miss Jan Reagan and Miss
Beth Tuck, assisted by Mrs.
Johnny Reagan and Mrs.
Carter. The guest list included
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
sisters and other close friends of
the honoree.
Miss Grogan was lovely in a
neatly tailored pant suit and
she wore a corsage of white
carnations, a gift of the
hostesses.
The bride-elect opened her
lovely gifts And passed them
around for display.
The guests were then invited
to the dining room where cokes,
brownies, chips and dips were
served from a beaitifully appointed table, overlaid with a
white hand embroidered im-,,
ported cloth. A bowl of yellow
mums flanked by candelabra
with yellow lighted tapers
table
the
completed
decorations
VISITORS HERE
Mrs. Melas Linn had as her
recent guests, her nephew, Joe
Hamilton, and his son and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Hamilton, Jr., and two children,
all of Memphis, Tenn.

Arthur Perry of 708 S. Third
Street, Murray, will celebrate
his ninety-second birthday on
November 20, with a birthday
dinner given by his daughter,
Mrs. F.A. Cogdell.
Attending the dinner will be
Mr. Perry's children and
numerous grandchildren and
great-grandchildren from
Kentucky, Missouri, and
Michigan.
Born in Calloway County,

Put a little black magic
at your feet in the beauty of
black suede. With its plush look and
velvety feel, it'll turn your
next evening out into a
spellbinding occasion.

ADAMS

SHOE STORE
Next to Rudy's Restaurant
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Celtics Continue Rampage With
Win Over Phoenix Suns 113-94
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Boston Celtics continued
on their victory rampage in the
National Basketball Association
and left the Phoenix Suns
wrestling with an identity
crisis.

You didn't see the Phoenix
Suns out there, you saw five
guys in uniforms," said Phoenix Coach Jerry Colangelo
Wednesday night after the Celtics beat his Suns 113-94. "The
Celtics are playing basketball
the way it should be played."

Bowling
Standings
KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League
Team
Lindsey's
33 7
Mutual of Omaha
28 12
Corvette Lanes
26 14
All Jersey
25 15
Moose Lodge No 2
22 18
Fenton & Hodge
21 19
Todd Bros , Motor Sales
20 20
Jerry's
19 21
Moose Lodge No 1
18 22
State Farm Insurance
18 22
Colonial Bread
18 22
Murray Auto PartS
16 24
Palace Drive inn
9 31
Motor Parts & Bearings
7 33
Nigh Team Game (SC)
F enton & Hodge
880
Mutual of Omaha
879
Mutual of Omaha
878
Nigh Team Game (NC)
Colonial Bread
1025
Mutual of Omaha
1024.,
Mutual of Omaha
1073
High
Nigh Team Series (SC)
Mutual of Omaha
2543
Lindsey's
2462
Fenton & Hodge
2458
Nigh Team Series (NC)
Mutual Of Omaha
2978
Lindsey's
2876
Corvette Lanes
2874
High Ind. Game (SC)
Dewayne Smith
215
Howard Coy.
214
214
Hatton Garner
Nigh Ind. Game (NC)
Dewayne Smith
246
John Burton
243
Koeningsten
241
Tom
High Ind. Series (SC)
Vernon Riley
579
Paul Ragsdale
579
Howard Coy
577
High Ind Series (NC)
671
Joey Taylor
Paul Ragsdale
654
Howard Coy
652
High Averages
Lyman Dixon
177
Hatton Garner
176
Dave Bradford
175
Ron Pace
174
173
Bill Egnor

Six Celtics hit double figures
as they recorded their 14th
triumph in 15 games with a
fast-break offense and stiff defense that protected their lead
throughout the contest.
"They simply played super
defense in the first half," said
Boston Coach Tommy Heinsohn. "You've got to keep pressure on them. Everybody made
a contribution tonight."
In other NBA games Wednesday night, Kansas City-Omaha
defeated Seattle 106-97 and Los
Angeles downed Detroit 110-99.
In the American Basketball
Association, Memphis whipped
San Diego 126-101, New York
upended Carolina 112-107 and
Dallas outlasted Kentucky 10499.
Dave Cowens paced the Celtics with 25 points and 19
rebounds while Charlie Scott
led all scorers with 33 points
for Phoenix. The Suns made a
minor threat with a nine-point
outburst in the fourth quarter
that trimmed the Celtics' lead
to 89-79. But Boston surged
back with 13 straight points to
put it out of reach.
Nate Archibald poured in 47
points as the Kings' triumph
marked the first time an NBA
club coached by Bob Cousy has
been over the .500 mark.
"It's nice to be over .500,"
said Cousy. "But I'll be happier
when we make the playoffs."
Gail Goodrich and Wilt
Chamberlain sparked a second-

Alabama To Meet
Texas In Cotton

half rally as the Lakers scored
their eighth straight victory
and their 13th in 14 outings.
Goodrich and Chamberlain
each had 16 points after Detroit
held a 52-51 halftime edge and
finished with 24 and 21 points,
respectively.
Returning home made the
difference for the Nets as they
recovered from a six-game losing streak—with all the losses
on the road—with a 112-107 victory over the Cougars. George
Carter, acquired from Carolina
in as off-season trade, scored a
personal season high 34 points
as the Nets raced to a 63-47
halftime lead and stayed in
command the rest of the way.
Lee Davis and George
Thompson each posted 32 points
as Memphis broke open a tight
contest in the second period,
outgunning the Conquistadors
33-19 enroute to a 62-42 halftime
bulge.
Bob Netolicky and Rich Jones
led a 29-point fourth quarter
rally for the Chaparrals' win.
Netolicky finished with 31
points while Jones had 25. The
Colonels held a seven-point lead
with 10:43 remaining but the
Chaps roared back to take the
lead at 99-97 with 1:15 left.

Racers Need Win Over Western
For Break-Even Year Saturday
Murray State will wrap up a
frustrating football season
Saturday against Western
Kentucky and the Racers need
a win over their old rivals for a
break-even season.
The game will be at Murray's
Cutchin Stadium at 1:30 p.m.
Although only 4-5 overall and
2-4 in the Ohio Valley Conference the Racers are
probably one of the best teams
at Murray in years and had they
not been hit by injuries and bad
luck would likely have made a
strong run of the OVC championship.
The week before the season
began, two starters were lost
for the year when tailback Rick
Fisher, last season's player of
the year in the OVC, hurt a knee
and offensive tackle Dale
Willis broke a foot.
Later, ace linebacker and
alternate captain Bill Fryer
broke a leg and the Racers are
finishing the season without
their captain (Fisher and their
alternate.
Two of the Racer losses might
well have been wins. Morehead
won 27-24, when a touchdown

By JERRY LISKA
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — "All I
MIAMI 1AP ) — Second-rank- asked for when I came here
ed Alabama has decided to ac- was one year of peace of
cept an invitation to meet mind," said the American
Texas in the Jan. 1 Cotton Bowl League's newly honored Most
in Dallas, the Miami Herald re- Valuable Player for 1972.
ported today.
First baseman Dick Allen, his
In an article by sports colum- image • as a moody, connist Bob Elliott, the Herald said troversial former
National
the Crimson had passed up bids League star behind him, made
to the Orange and Sugar bowls it plain Wednesday that finding
to play the Longhorns.
"a home in Chicago where I
Bowl invitations cannot be of- reelly feel like a human being"
ficially extended until Saturday spurred his superb AL debut
3t 6 p.m.
with the White Sox.

A genial Allen, garbed in a
maroon mod suit replete with
matching boots, touched all
bases—past and present—at a
news conference following his
landslide MVP choice by the
Baseball Writers Association of
America earlier in the day.
The 30-year-old Allen, who
led the AL in home runs with
37 and in RBI with a career
high of 113 while batting .308,
modestly said "I think this is
quite an honor and I hope I'm
worthy of it.
"Actually, I thought Joe Ruth
(outfielder for the world cham-

Ends
Thursday, Nov. 30
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GIFTS - JEWELRY
Our Entire Stock Included
GLASSWARE - CANDLES - SILVER - CHRISTMAS CARDS
BIRTHDAY, ANNIVERSARY and ANY OTHER CARDS
You May Desire - Also STATIONERY - WATCHES DIAMONDS - WEDDING BANDS - BIRTHSTONE & INITIAL
RINGS - NECKLACES - BRACELETS - EARRINGS
All Sales Must Be Cash - No Gift Wrapping

Amber Melody Wins
At Churchill Downs

BANK AMERICARD, MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED

Reason For This Sale . . .
Murray-McKenzie
has leased the adjacent building, formerly Goldsteins, becoming the
largest and most complete jewelry store in this area.
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Gift & Jewelry
Paris, Tennessee

pion Oakland A's) would have
won it. Baseball is my life, it
makes me go. This would
mean more to me had we won
the pennant."
Rudi finished a distant second in the MVP voting, with 164
points compared with Allen's
321.
Allen, completely at ease before a battery of microphones,
at the start thanked the Philadelphia Phil scout, Johnny Ogden, who signed him in 1960.
Ogden encouraged him "like a
father", after a discouraging
1963 Phil debut, to attain NI.
Rookie of the Year honors in
1984 with a .318 batting average.
In between that Rookie of the
Year Award and Wednesday's
MVP selection, came "so many
years of stories and criticism
without hearing from me," Allen said of his....unhappy stay
with the Phils and one-Year
stints each with the St. Louis
Cardinals and Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"I came to Chicago specifically to win, but when the Dodgers traded me, I thought 'Gee,
what are they doing to me,—
Allen said. "But the fans and
the press made me feel really
wanted. Believe me, I won't
stop until Chicago has a winner."
Allen joked at the question of
what salary he will demand
next season after missing the
entire spring training this year
before signing with the Sox
April 1 for an estimated
$135,000.
don't know, how much do
you have?" he tossed at the
horde of interviewers, then adding: "I had hoped to talk contract on this trip, but Stu Holgeneral manager) is
comb
out of town. But I don't think it
will take too much talking to
sign."
Would Allen again skip spring
training? Chuck Tanner, The
AP's 1972 AL Manager of the
Year, recently said he would
chase Allen out of camp if he
showed up.
"You tell me," was Allen's
smiling comment.

152 passes this season for 800
yards and 5 touchdowns. He's
had 8 passes intercepted. His
top receivers are Tom Turner
who has 27 receptions for 289
yards, Darryl Smith
with 25
for 259 yards and 1 TD, and
Porter Williams with 17 for 262
yards and 2 TD's. Embree has
caught 8 passes and 3 have been
for touchdowns. He leads
Western in scoring with 48
points. Jackson has 36 points
and place kicker Dick Herron
has 32 on 17 extra points and 5
field goals.
Defensive
leaders
are
linebacker Robert Walton with
69 tackles and 38 assists and
tackle Lonnie Schuster with 60
and 41.
Murray's major offensive
weapon is tailback George
Greenfield, who was named the
OVC's "Offensive Player of the
Week" for the third time this
season for his record-breaking
game against Evansville last
Saturday. Greenfield rushed for
259 yards to set a Murray singlegame record and to pull within
11 yards of the school's season
rushing record of 1078 yards.

Fisher set the record last year
and became the first Murray
player to rush for 1000 yards in a
season. He also held the old
single-game rushing record.
Murray has used two quarterbacks, Mike Hobbie and Tom
Pandolfi, in its last
_ two
games. Hobbie has completed
35 of 91 passes for 572 yards and
2 touchdowns. Pandolfi has
completed 29 of 68 for 356 yards
and 2 TD's. Jeff Votaw is the
leading Racer receiver with 20
catches for 316 yards and 1
touchdown. Bill Farrell has
caught 18 for 393 yards and 1
TD. Murray's leaders on
defense are safety Paul
Coltharp with 72 tackles and 8
assists, tackle Jerry' Stanley
with 68 and 25, and linebacker
Bruce Farris with 66 and 26.
Punter Chuck Cantrell leads
the OVC and was 14th in the
nation last week with an
average of 41.0 on 53 punts.

As a team Western has 2607
yards total offense to opponents' 1917. The Racers have
2671 to opponents' 2884.
Ten Murray seniors will be.
seeing their last action in the
game. They are defensive backs
Pat Nagarty, Mike Tepe, and
Larry Brock; tackles Stanley
and Stan McDonald; center
Mike Perry; wide receiver Jeff
Votaw; guard Joe Glorioso;
Cantrell, and Greenfield. Fisher
and Fryer, also senior and out
of eligibility, will watch the
game from the bench.
The game should also be the
last in Cutchin Stadium as
Murray's new 20,000-seat
stadium is scheduled for use
next season.
Western has won three
straight games from Murray
and leads the series 19-13-6. The
Hilltoppers won 24-10 last year.
Murray's last win, in 1968, was
by a 17-14 score.

MSU to Open
at
Cage Season
SHOLAR AUTO REPAIR
November 25
* Complete *
Murray State University will
open its basketball season Nov.
25, in an exhibition game with
the Australian Nationals, a
team made up largely. of
Australians who played in last
summer's Olympics.
The game at Murray will be
the first of a 20-game tour for
the Aussies. They will play at
Notre Darne the following
Monday, at ISC on Weariesday,
and at Memphis State Thursday.
Persons who hold season
chair tickets for Murray's
games may claim their seats
for the exhibition game until
Nov. 20, when they will go on
sale to the public,
Ticket prices for the game are
$3 for chair seats,$2 for general
admission, and $1 for students.
The game will-begin - at-7:30
p.m.

Radiator and
Heater Service
We will also repair your radiators and
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Complete Truck and Heavy
Equipment Radiator Repair
Hours: 7-5 Mon. thru Friday

SHOLAR AUTO
REPAIR Phone
209 S.
• 7th Street

GEELRALD BOYD, Owner

15

753-1751
',IF Bill

Market 414 Sales

100's

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES

Reg.
'1.17

414 N. Market St. — Don Veazey, Mgr.
Paris, Tenn. — Phone 901-642-6996
Princess

Lenoir

CHAIRS

BENCH

Assorted Colors

Assorted Colors

$21 00

$4500

(Sex

We are merging with Murray-McKenzie Jewelry Co.
A
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pass was ruled caught out-ofbounds. Game film showed the
pass caught well in bounds.
Middle Tennessee won 14-13
when a Racer two-point conversion pass was dropped in the
end zone after Murray had
scored on the last play of the
game.
But most of the Racers'
misfortunes would-be forgotten
should they beat Western.
Coach Bill Furgerson says it
will take a great effort from his
team to beat the Hilltoppers.
"They have great team speed,
are typical-Western tough and
aggressive on defense, and have
the speed in running backs and
receivers to score from
anywhere on the field,"
Furgerson says.
The Toppers, 6-3 overall and
4-2 in the OVC, have two super
tailbacks in Clarence Jackson
and John Embree. Jackson has
667 yards in 135 rushes for an
average of 5.0. Embree has 541
in 36 rushes for an average of
4.0.
Topper quarterback Leo
Peckenpaugh, All-OVC last
season, has connected on 74 of

Dick Allen Talks On
Most Valuable Award

Starts
Friday, Nov. 17
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Amber Melody raced to a sixlength victory in the $6,000
Vaxxilawn Purse af Churchill
Downs Wednesday. '
Mike Manganello rode the 4year-old filly to her first win in
17 tries for a payoff of $13, $8
and $5.20. The winner was
clocked in 1:11 over the six furrng course.
Amber Melody held off a late
hid by Loco Spring, who paid
$10 and $5.60 to place. Sweet
Noise paid VI to show.

U.S. Wins
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
Jay Smith struck out 11 and
allowed just four hits to give
the United States its first victory in the 20th World Amateur
Baseball Championship 6-0.

Maple
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$13995
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LAMPS
$795up
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CHAIR
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Volleyball Tournament To Be
Held At Murray This Weekend
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1972 Associated Press High School
II-State Football Team Selected

Murray State University will
Kentucky colleges sending
be host for the Kentucky
Women's Volleyball Tour- teams to the tournament innament Friday and Saturday. clude Eastern Kentucky,
Morehead, Georgetown,
Bellarmine, University of
Kentucky, Kentucky State,
By BOB COOPER .
some passers in the state re- Kreke, Covington Catholic, and
A t her ton David Duke, Keith lin
County --Jim
Sheridan, LOvett. Grover Cox, Scott Pra
Ron TaylOr, Ft
Campbell.
University of Louisville, and Associated Press Sports Writer ceived.
McCleaveY;
Ballard- Walter Franklin- Simpsbn-Joe
Page,
ther, Lawrence Jefferson, Greg
Guards-Steve Brown, Madi
B 00 t h
Bardstow
rtaGuthr
ie
Barnett
Murray.
Black
The 1972 Associated Press
With him in the backfield are sonville, and David French, MrKey, Bony Pardieu, Skip Rocky
Garrard
County-Bo
Renfro,
Owensboro
Catholic- Jacque
The tournament will begin Kentucky High School All-State Everett Talbert of Lexington Louisville Butler, Center John
Sayers:
Beechwood Hugh GeOrqetOwn- Dan
Dunn,
Williams.
Ken Flasphloer. Bill
e Eastern.
Smith, Charlie R0s,
., Bell Coun
Friday at 6 p.m. in Murray's football team includes two tons Bryan Station, Mike North- Richards, Louisvill
Dwuane
Jackson.
CoOk,
Bobby
Jones,
Steve
Murphy, Bill
YeeratRushing.
ty -Carliss Muncey, Carl Mun
Rudy McIntyre, Glasgow-Bill
itschner, Tony
Conkwright
Carr Health Building. Three of talent, with no school placing ington of Louisville Thomas Coauanctky:-i
s•
r
od ijunrr
ceY, David Hendrickson, Dave Lindsey; Greensburg-Sam
Steve
Castlen,
Paintsville
rScte
ev
t e Chandler, Lexingto HenPelletier, Bobby Miracle, Gary Sharp, Harlan-Danny Ackley,
-Tommy
NEW ORLEANS(AP)- Ok- rounds of the tournament will more than one player on the Jefferson and Raymond (Bim- ry Clay: Mitch ,paines, nSome
Deskins,
Mark
Grim,
Mason, Steve Partin, Don How
Frank
Smith,
Nick
Reel,
Harr.
Paris-Clarence Trumno, Park
lahoma will return to defend its be played that first session. first offensive and defensive boi Fuson of Middlesboro.
ard
County-John
son
Pierce,
Hart
City-Mike
Mitchell
Pike
Offense Third team.
Bellevue Mike Fugate, Den
The line in front of them, avCounty-- David Faulkner, Hat
Sugar Bowl title New Years Play will resume Saturday at 9 units.
ville-wke Ely, Den's Ratliff,
Ends--Bob Kupper, Louisville
nis Hurtt; Berea-Kelly Mul
a.m.
-Oliver
continu
and
ard
Hagans
until
e
a
Jimmy Newsome, Steve her
Eve night against Penn State,
Named to Honorable Mention eeQing 212 pounds, includes BishOp David, and
lint, Darrell Miracle, Bishop
Eddie
Henderson Keith
Skaggs, ring, Kevin McAlnallen. Pine
David Don King; Boone Coon
an Eastern power making its champion is determined.
from Murray High were Bubba Fred --Bishop, Pineville; Bud Arachikavitz. Owensboro Catho
Grant
Hancock,
Henderson
ville-Cri
t Callebs. 8.ff Madon,
lic,
Tackles
ty Tom Schwartz, Brac' Horn,' County-Joe Redinger
- Ed' g)azer, Louis
Eastern Kentucky is defen- Hughes, Tony Thompson, Mike Diehl, Louisville Eastern; Bob ,ille
, Ed Han
Eddy Bishop; Pleasure Ridge
first appearance in the Sugar
St
Bourbon County --Earl ,Leach, cock,
Xavier, and Joe
Darrell
Henry
Liles,
Park-Mike
McNeil
champio
ding
n
and
will be Cathey, Steve Porter, and Jeff Brunderman, Louisville Trin- Wench. Newport Catholic;
Bowl classic.
Jimmy
Collins,
Bowling Clay-Tom Smith, Donald Dob
Prestonsburg-Earl Stevens,
Green Phil Henry; Boyd Coon
ity; Bob Morton, Richmond Guards Jack Spaulding, Union
The Associated Press learned seeded first in the tournament. Dowdy.
son.
Glen
Ovens,
Scooter
Blackburn; Raceland-Jim
County, and Steve Eans, Da
1y - Arnold
Patrick,
Geoff McGoodwitly payid Sutherland,
Rancly Haeberlin. Reidlanclof the matchup Wednesday, al- Murray, last year's runnerup,
While the AP rates teams Madison; Brian Hiler, Lexing- ,iess County, Center Eugene
Riffe. Bryan Station Bill Highland
s-Mark
Tommy
Lickert,
'Aran?, Rowan Court
HOP
Madding,
seeded
will
second. Drawing during the season according
be
Phodus, Bob
Mayfield
though it cannot be announced
Danko, Darryl kinsville-Bill Jones, Lambert
ty -Terry
to ton Tates Creek; Bob BlackBrown; RussellBacks
Jones,
Edwards, Boyd
Boo
Brown, Robert /Horse, !lobby Mitchell, Andrew
Haeberlin
officially until Saturday after- for pairings will be held Friday. the class in which they play, nun, Paducah Tilghman, and County, --Bruce
Bobby
, Mike Light;
Terry Spurlock, Allen
Moverly. Paul David, Sam Todd, Kerry Farrow. Hal Alex
Russellvi
lle
Andy Goon. St
The
winner
runnerv
and
the
p
Robert
noon bosisapejlf Nabs* ColleRoberts, Loitisirille County, Robbie Butler, Louis
Sm,th
the all-state team was selected
ander,
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Ray
Xavier-J
. Ken
ohn Sturgeon, Shawn
wine Butler. David Goins, Cor
Butler Tony Winston
John lucky
giate AtMMIC iiiinekitton rules. as the tournament w611 qualik at large by newspapers, radio Manual.
Academy-Read
Burke, John Potter Sayre- Ike
JarOns.
Butler County - Theilmeier, Ray Theilmeier
Lawrence
, Wayne Williams,
Fourth-ranked Oklahoma is 7- for the regional tourrunnent in and television stations around .. The
Dwayne Morse Caldwell Coon
Cileid team
dakasive freest foe, la bindefence-Se
Lafayette-Dallas
Owens. Mike Rose, Somerset- Richard
ty Fred Gray, Bobby Frank
Luther Evans. Sell
Hitthe season--the loss was Knoxville from which two the state.
Warner,
Scott
George
Humble,
Wet
Joey Roberts
David
Bonk by some standards, aver- County. and Larry Pietterar. In. Campbell county-Mae iirsghurst
. Laurel County -Er' Crozier, Jack Logsdan, Robert
fielterado-with Kansas, Ne- representatives will go to the
Teams are classed because of aging 196 pounds: George King, Trier; County, Tackles Tom
Hill. Ike Palmer, Mike Frain neat House,
Ecliky
Walker,
Bailiff,
Jac,
Joe Neikirk Skeethernter. Steve Freezer; Catletts
a and Oklahoma State national championships.
size of enrollment and re- Union County; Keith Tandy, Hamilton. Bardstown, and Gary
Phelps, Lewis CountyKevin Cunningham
Oetian, Highlands
burg-Tins Howard, Rids Ki Wel
Murray, coached by Dr. Nan sources to support a
Line
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ahead.
Stanford
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NM I ing,
squad and Hopkinsville;
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Sixth-ranked Penn State is 8- Ward, enters the tournament coach it. Individuals aren't Louisvill
wood: Steve Layman, Ashland. James Howard.
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n:
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Combs.
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and
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David
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James Tyler, Trigg County
Cawood- Mackey
1, having won eight straight with a 204 record. In a round- classed because a good, quick,
Williams, Michaels, Bobby Painter, Ore. Barnhill, Karl Richards, Joey
Johnson, Ashland.
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Del Click, mckeii.
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nesday night in a 7-3 National backer for Highland
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-Rick WatMartin Grime', DaMount Sterling-Tony Fritts,
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Alabama meeting Texas in the Assodated Press Sports Writer Hockey League victory over
Fleming
Jerry Spencer; Murray-Bubba vid Lindsey; Webster Countycalled by his nominator "the ton, Lee Moore: Apollo-Kenny N eon-Wayne
Durk
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Cotton. Bowl,
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Thompso
Tony
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Mike
Young, Ashland -Roger Webb, Ca mpbel I-Ar
MEW YORK (AP) - Steve Philadelphia. That's good. It
, Cathey, Steve Porter, Jeff Dow tPort-Grigg Cobb: Williams.
Penn State, under Coach Joe Vickers doesn't come from Mis- was his second straight three- best placekicker in Northern Randy Elkins, Kenny Daniels, Chuck Powell, tBruceShemwell
burg-Ste
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Granssfie
ld, Woodvunas,
dy; Ohio County -Billy Burks,
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Steve
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fort-Willie Washington; Frank,
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Owensboro-John Gillum, Tim Justice.
Green, totaling 1,549
against Boston College and
The flashy New York Ranger NHL rookie has ever done be- yards and
had nine punts of
Pittsburgh.
rookie scored three goals Wed- fore.
more than 50 yards.
Cause to celebrate ? Not for
Two dozen sports departVickers.
ments nominated players to the
"I still have to prove to my- honor squad
this year, with colself that I can play well con- lege scouts
and newsmen picksistently," the young left wing ing from
the list to form three
said. "I just hope I'm not a teams
each for offense and deflash in the pan."
fense.
Elsewhere in the NHL WedAll others who were nominesday night, Toronto nipped nated
were given honorable
Atlanta 2-1, Pittsburgh trounced mention.
Minnesota 7-1, Detroit blanked
Perhaps closest to making
California 4-0 and Los Angeles the first
team was John (Peas'
tied Buffalo 3-3.
nut ) Lemaster, a 6-3 end at
'`I hope," said Vickers, "they Paintsvil
le, where he not only
don't expect me to score three
handles punt and kickoff reevery night."
turns, but averaged nearly 40
The rookie laughed off the
yards punting.
suggestion that he even thought
Another close miss was Valof a second straight hat trick
mar Miller, quarterback at
before Wednesday's game. But
Madison, who was placed on
he scored two goals in the secsecond team defensive unit
the
ond period arid-admitted visio
of hats floated through his for his fear interceptions and,29
mind between periods. "After tackles this season. He also
getting two," he said, "I had kicks conversions, hitting 15
this year.
1200.
some selfish thoughts."
The 1972 Associated Press
When he got No 3, a host of
Size
straw skimmers covered the Kentucky High School All-State
team with height, weight, class
ice. Vickers just smiled shyly.
Vickers didn't have the only and sc
-h
-o-To of each first unit
NHL hat trick Wednesday player:
night.
Offense-First team.
Veteran
Lowell
McDonald connected for three
Ends: Fred Bishop, 6-4, 200,
goals in Pittsburgh's romp over Sr., Pineville; Bud Diehl, 6-2,
Prices Start as low as $3 50 single roll.
Minnesota. Center Syl Apps 215, Sr., Louisville Eastern.
picked up four assists for the
Tackles: Bob Brunderrnan, 6Penguins.
3, 195, Sr., Louisville Trinity);
Goalie Jim Rutherford kicked and Bob Morton, 6-4, 220, Sr.,
out 34 shots and held the North Richmond Madison.
etre,ova
Stars off until Pittsburgh's ofGuards: Brian Hiler, 6-0, 210,
99 colored sidewalls. 24 flocks, and
fense started rolling in the sec- Sr., Lexington Tates Creek;
6 wet looks, all color styled with
ond period. Dennis O'Brien and Bob Blackmon, 6-1, 230,
available paint color and draperies.
spoiled the shutout bid with less Jr., Paducah Tilghman.
Many with matching fabrics.
than four minutes to play.
Center: Robert Roberts, 6-2,
Toronto
ended Atlanta's un- 215, Sr., Louisville Manual.
Regular 11.79
beaten streak at four games,
Backs: John Hillman, 6-2,
12 Pages of do-it-yourself ideas for
nipping the Flames on second 170, Sr., Russell; Everett Taldecorating family rooms. Get your free
period goals 19 seconds apart bert, 5-9, 165, Sr., Lexington
copy today. Stop in at our store
by Ron Ellis and Rick Kehoe. Bryan Station, 'Mike NorthWhile supply lasts.
Ellis tied the game at 10:46 of ington, 5-11, 165, Sr., Louisville
the middle period and Kehoe's Thomas Jefferson; Raymond
Mouthwash
winner came at 11:05. John (Bimbo) Fuson, 6-2, 220, Sr.,
Stewart had Atlanta's only Middlesboro.
Gargle
&
25's
goal.
Atlanta goalie Dan Bouchard
Defense-First Team.
20-oz.
blocked 40 Toronto shots.
Ends: George King, 5-10, 166,
Detroit's Roy Edwards Jr., Union County; and Keith
recorded his second shutout of Tandy, 6-3, 195, Sr., Hopkinsthe season as the Red Wings ville.
blanked California.
Tackles: Dana Dahl, 6-1, 215,
Edwards blocked just 20 Sr., Louisville Southern; and
shots while the Wings got goals David Johnson, 6-2, 210, Sr.,
from Mickey Redmond, Marcel Ashland.
We have marked down our
Dionne, Guy Charrqn and Len
Linebackers: Sol Dudley, 6-0,
entire
stock of unfinished
Fontaine.
190, Sr., Henderson; Tim
UM' EMERAUDE
furniture. Quantity varies in
The loss stietchee-Califor- O'Toole, 6-1, 215, Sr., Dixie
each store. Illustrations shown
ma's winless streak to eight Heights; Donnie Ishmael. 6-1,
Regular 13.50
in this ad are representative
games.
725, Sr., Fleming County; DaLos Angeles moved into a vid Jones, 6-1, 175, Sr., Oldham
of items on sale.
Alt pieces are Smooth-sanded
first place tie with Philadelphia County.
ready for your choice Of finish
as the West by tying Buffalo. It
Deep Backs- Ray Haley, 6-2,
AwiLs the sixth tie this season for 199, Sr., Pikeville; Richard
latices, Bird The East.
Humble, 5-10, 165, Sr., Some'Stens Agnsores goal with rset; Selby Grubbs, 5-10, 190,
seven. ilipsuita left tied the Sr., Trigg County..
.;Ar NAM atter Mtke
Punter: Terry Jenkins. 6-1,
Open Ike Kings a
QUALITY PAINTS AT EVERY PRICE
15i, Sr., Bowling Green.
earlier in the periad.
Plarekicker: Jeff Dathiaiiy,
5-11. 165, Sr., Fort Thomas
Highlands.
Offense-Sacond team
Enda- John (peferiv4-1--.Lemas5er, Paintsville, arid Dave Tros
n.er. Fairdale, Tackles Ken

Oklahoma To
Defend Sugar
Bowl Title

a

Vickers Gets Second
Three-Goal Performance

Yoeectad,

DRUGS

15% Cash Discount On
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Loving
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;
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
More Than A Paint Store

SEE OUR NEW
WALLPAPERS
1973 FAIRVIEW COLLECTION

Introductory -Offer!

Buy first roll
at regular price,
GET 2nd ROLL
FOR ONLY

• Prepasted • Strippable
• Acrylic Vinyl Coated

Ideas For Family Rooms

ALKA-.
SELTZER

LAVORIS
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HAND & BODY LOTION

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3321
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Sudden Rise Of School Robberies Provokes Outrage In New York City

Questions
and
Answers

By BARTON REPPERT
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) - Mrs.
Bennye Howell's third graders
were jotting down their homework assignment when the slender young man entered the
classroom. He walked slowly
toward the teacher. One hand
held a plastic bookbag ; the other was jammed in his jacket
pocket.
Mrs. Boswell looked up, expecting an inquiry. There was
none. "Please check in at the
principal's office," she told the
youth politely. His reply was
calm but curt:
"There are a lot of children
in your class. Walk behind your

desk and sit down. If you move were reported in September I'll blow your brains out."
has provoked cries of outrage
Quickly, the man, who was from city officials, teachers
about 20, dumped the books and parents alike and demands
from the plastic bag, replaced for intensified security in the
them with the teacher's purse schools.
positively
were
and Red.
"We
It was over in moments and terrified," said a 27-year-old
the terrified Mrs. Boswell of woman teacher, recalling how
Public School 161 in Harlem she and a colleague were robhad become one of 15 tpachers bed while they lunched in a
robbed during a two-week peri- classroom at another Manhatod in New York Citylchools tan school. "If there were a polast month. Most of the in- liceman around the school
cidents happened in full view of building all the time we would
school children; the takes feel a lot better."
ranged from fl cash to $3,000 in
The teachers are plainly angjewelry.
ry and calling for strong action.
The sudden upsurge of rob- Dating a [Meting at Richmond
High School in Queens,
beries against teachers - two
a temdser fOIIR tip.

This column of questions and is contemplated. For more
answers on the President information on Phase II
Economic Stabilization disclosure policy, write your
Program is provided by the Internal Revenue district office
local office of the U.S. Internal and ask for a freeycopy of
Revenue Service and is Publication S-3035, "Disclosure
published as a public service. of Information."
Q. If an employee has inThe column answers questions
most frequently asked about creased duties and responsibilities which are not conwages and prices.
Q. What kinds of evidence sidered a promotion, may he
would a tenant find helpful receive a pay raise without
when bringing his own legal regard to the 5.5 percent wage
action against a landlord for and salary standard?
A. No. All wage and salary
es icting him in retaliation for
protesting an allegedly illegal increases are subject to the 5.5
pergent standard
unleas
rent increase?
— Here's How —
specifical
ly ex!onptild : or exUseful
A
evidence t:
=
ta
cepted.
Dona
fideIsrgivi
cibleedis
an allegation 'of r
e‘ iction includes the following: have been el-erupted. Iftriever,
the tenant always paid rent increased duties and a
on tune, behaved properly, etc,, respoosibilities which do not
By VIVIAN MOWN
-the two chaps who did it had bulbs in vegttahle baskets and
and therefore, the landlord constitute an actual promotion
AP Newsfeatures Writer
made very pod use olspace:. bordering mirrors with sea
are
riot
exempt_
Therefor
e,
such
could have no reason for
better than
)=.
giaty
be
wo
home had been ceik shells. Yacht chairs often
increase
s
subject
are
to
the
5.5
eviction other than retaliation;
tdrefirhishing homes.
varied
ul
inhi
byte., dieing and served as low-cost seating.
t. when the tenant asked the percent standard.
That idea eritneged at this
sitting areas and the squash
Q.I am leasing from the State
• 4. sparsely furnished room
the reason for the
Yelesjadfling of theBeirtngton
comi became a terrace.
pillows on the fluor,
-The buitding *at HI rill
event
nt increase, the residential property consistiag Home Awards, as
_
a Mask and other wall
eondi non,
'' observed Mrs. ento answer or of ten units. Is the rent f am jutted by pirorntsent women, a
.0e* the eye of Mrs.
charged sub,eet to esateets?
ytei Belton of Cleveland, study- at
beard Of governors under the
sive;
AOirrnick Blair Jr of
dsiiirmael
Albert
ibdp
Mrs.
of
FtEt
adjustme
A.
ing
the
nts
by
esti*,
state
"but it rftal libakkgtee D.0
e landlord contavds that
While -vivid
New
York.
seeded
of
Lesley
Homes
to be furnished with
the
nt was sometimes late or local governments are
good things which they ob- cake was popular with Mist of
entries In 24 categories are subexempt
from
Phase
cenirola.
11
in
the judges, she prefers soft rotg the rent or was
mitted by newspaper and magaviously had . , ors and doesn't like rooms that
sometimes noisy, the landlord However,a sublease agreement zine editors.
People
are
remodeli
ng
every
.had neve[ complained about between you and a subsequent
kind of building in these days of come on too strong A -do-it-It may sound anti-Lib to say
tenant would be controlled by
yourself painter of doors, pots
this to the t4it, but somehow the men's, high-cost houses. They do not
and other containers." she
4. other tenants Tere Igte: is k the rent regulations.
houses seem Lobe the
-.always worry about ptesersing found
most of the do-It-yourself
paying rent for lonWer pelricalls
They don't
character of old fAt:rit WO- enterprises
very,exciting."
and more frequently than the
to provide mortify
handsom
One
e decorating job
tenant in question; or
,
decks
and
scr
"••••••
.
- • ..•
a couple in a run-down
'beg ate added.
5. the only points of conuded touches of
). rip a pi
three-roam log cabin.
, 8 sh
squence about which the tenant
layeat of a meal house,
mirror, fireplace
IssildSimils moved
and landlord disagreed, or
tdilfother was revive
ridelier and window
one was a rugged male
about which the tenant
looking interior with reagh studio with walls of wood and er couple had applied
challenged the landlord, were
wood walls. Part of its decora- stone Leaded glass doors and work motif, which match the
the validity of the proposed
tive charm included a big ship's slate floors provided a fresh quilt on the bed, to a red-paintCEO(' upsvmsT0A0
illegal increase or the comAP F•ed
wheel
approach
ed chest In that room a window
pliance of the rent increase
One entry, a remodeled bunk of plants had tendrils crawling
"It is funny," she added
SATURDAY DINNER
notice with the form required by
"These awards really started house, formerly a fruit pickers' up the panes It charmed Mrs
Sicilian Stuffed Potatoes
out (19691 as a dedication to the dwelling, was handsomely fur- Eugene Grace of Philadelphia
Economic Stabilization
Roast Beef
Potatoes American female's decorating nished with innovative addi- who commented that she parregulations.
Tomato Salad talents. but it may not be turn- tions such as a chandelier - ticularly liked flowers and
Q. May a person's salary be Snap Beans
Spanish Cream . Beverage ing oat that way..,..- —
made et-carved Balinese fish
hoped it wasn't influencing her
increased
beyond the Pay
SICILIAN
In addition to "man's home," (The owner did not know what judging
Board's 5.5 percent standard to
STUFFEB PEPPERS
one of the categories of the 200 tad. with them
As astial the ladies judging
comply with the equal pay for
You can use your electric finalists, men could enter other
An old school house. V by 32. the event found ideas they
equal work laws?
blender to crumb the bread
designations - "build it your- was gutted and remodeled with would use themselves For Mrs
A. Yes. Such pay adjustments 4 small green peppers
self,- "unusual dwellings." big windows and porches.
John Swearingen of Chicago. it
are covered under the Fair 1/4 cup olive oil
"the special room- and so on.
But 19th century dwellings proved to be a needlepoint rug
1/2
cup
sliced
pimiento-stuffed And they did
Labor Standards Act and thus,
were beautifully restored by like one seen in one of the 19th
green olives
are exempt under Economic
Mrs Peter Dart of Boulder many young people who main- century houses "I'm already at
3 tablespoons raisins, chopped
commented she `cOuldn't be- tained the original beauty of the work on it," she said, triumStabilization regulations.
Q.Can a person who has tiled I tablespoon drained capers, lieve that men decorated some Victorian and revival styles
phantly
chopped
of these houses without help- While there were fine old
a complaint with the IRS about
1/4 cup minced parsley
( professional
. She was look- homes in the Midwest, many
a price increase learn about the 2 cloves
garlic, crushed
ing at a beach house interior of elsewhere were in run-down
status of that complaint?
1 can 2 ounces( anchovy fillets, wood and glass
areas requiring a lot of authenA. Yes. In addition to general
drained arid chopped
In decorating, men seemed to tic research The cateeorv
information on the Economic 1/8 teaspoon pepper
was
prefer materials like wood and one of the largest submitted
.
Stabilization Program, the 6 slices stale white bread, finely glass - and they liked
throw Twenty-five entries were culled
crumbed follovring information is
rugs. porcelains. good fabrics
from the original 75
Cut peppers in half length- And floors seemed to be very
available to a person who has
--Young- nsuplei also showed
filed a complaint or has specific wise, remove seeds and mem- important whether they were great flair in do-it-yourself enbrane
Cover
peppers
with
boilshiny wide wood or herringbone terprises such as furnitureknowledge of a complaint:
ing war sal iTifirlf&Tf MTh- brick.
1. that a case is still under
remaining and tannutes, drain. Place peppers in a
Men remodeled many of the ins All the judges commented
investigation;
shallow baking pan -Mix togeth- abandoned old barns, carriage on
one room where an afghan of
2. that no violation has been er all the remainin
g ingredients houses and a livery stable - squares Igrandmother
pattern
found as the result of an in- except bread, add bread
and everything but the wiring - had been put over a floor
-length
vestigation and an explanation toss well Spoon mixture into submitte
d as entries.
yellow cover Other do-it-your
of the general reasons for the
pepper halves, bake, covered,
One house in particular - a selftricks included putting light
in a preheated 350-degree oven squash house -finding of "no violation"; and
caught the fan3 that a case has been in- for 30 minutes Serve at room cy of the women Mary Lou
temperat
ure
Makes 8 servings
vestigated and no further action
Paxton of Fort Worth thought

Men Shine in Decorating Contest

teen-age robbers, one teacher 60,000 students
a day, with
drew cheers with a declaration many incidents
blamed on
it was time to "knock heads, truants
barging into other
make arrests, get rid of the schools to
victimize younger
garbage."
pupils.
They have been joined by
Officials in several other
their union, the United Federlarge cities indicated serious
ation of Teachers.
While high schools and junior concern over school security,
highs now have a 400-man se- but said teachers had not been
curity force, the system's 650 faced with classroom holdups
primary schools generally have comparable to the series in
relied on makeshift security ar- New York last month.
In Philadelphia, Frank Sullirangements, with teachers,
van, the teachers union presischool aides and parent volunteers - nearly all women - dent, said: "There have been
assigned to check in visitors, instances of people coming in
supervise lunchrooms and pa- from the outside and either
threatening or harming a
trol entrances.
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See Us For ...

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone
753-5787
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Nursery
Company

* Growing To Serve You
* Fee Landscape Design
Fdimate

FRUfT TREES

I

Ditarf and Regular

Hours:
Mon. thru
Sat. 8-5
Sunday
1-5

Several Varieties To Choose From

GRAPE VINES
NUT TREES

4 Varieties

A Few Varieties

FALL PRICES CUT!!
Forsythia. Red Flowering Quince
L.#

v Slender Deutzia

v Pussy Willow

CUT TO THE BONE ...

ROSES
Patent $200 each

Standard

85'each
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Four Kentucky
people - two of th
Scott County -- hay(
that hard work in
pay off in a really him
They swept to to
in their projects and
them will receive
paid trips to the 5 Is
al 4-fl Congress in
Nov. 26-30.
They are Debora
head, IS, of Falmoi
Garry Hisel; 17, at
Sharpe, 16, both of
town in Scott Cour
Moorhead is from
County.
The fourth winn
Wade, 15, of Cynt
Harrison County,

teacher. But I don't recall robbery as a motive."
"We don't have anything like
the New York situation and I
certainly hope it doesn't
spread," he said.
In Los Angeles, the Board of
Education, reacting to a rash of
incidents this year involving
weapons, recently passed a resolution authorizing administrators to suspend and even expel students found carrying
deadly weapons in or around
schools. The upsurge of incidents, according to a board
spokesman, appeared to stem
from increased friction among
youth gangs.

imili••••••••••••■••

Ha
rv
es
t
a
Time
Special

The New York City school
system has long been plait*"
by such incidents as corridor
shakedowns, gang fights, rapes
and killings. And it is not the
only major American city facing the problem.BM because of
its size - 1.2 melba pupils its problems are perhaps more
glaring.
-Boardbf Education files show

from 313 during the 1970 calendar year to 580 in 1971. Through
September of this year, there
were 642 reported incidents.
Factors contributing to the
apparent rise in school crime,
school officials say, include widespread drug trafficking, a resurgence of youth gangs, proliferation of weapons - particularly handguns - among students, and lack of enough alternate facilities to handle unmotivated, uncooperative, potentially disruptive pupils.
Also aggravating the situation is a truancy rate of about

eep
and will receive a
Savings Bond from
Co.. Inc.
The three trip wi
be among some
award winners ft
tuck, at congress
-o Wetted by the
Extension Scrvi
Mimi Moorhead,
„ Mr. and Mrs.
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. bread award wit
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w
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15 Rolls
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By ALY MA
BEIRUT I AP
Bachir is a
musical detec
specialty is inv
Iodic mysteries
years old.
He tours towns
in the Arabian Pe
lookout for long-n
tunes,
Bachir eavesd
peasants. desert
tulle tellers, si
and religions
traces of the mos
Bachir, who ha
gree in itiore
University of B
to contribute to
Arab music. mai
covering" ancient
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plete with stories
musicians who
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melodies. This
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TURKEY SHOOT
SPECIALS
Prices Good thru Sun., Nov. 19
FOR THANKSGIVING ROASTING
LARGE SIZE

ENAMEL ROASTERS

Grandmas
just don't
sit'and . . knit

LLFKIN,Tes. JUNI -The only thing a hunch of old
grandmothers can do is sit and
rock and bake apple pies,
right?
Wrong. The grandmothers
in this eastern Texas city, who
grew tired of paying dues to
finance banquets for a national
organization. have struck a
blow for "Grandmas' Lib."
The women, who range in
age from 60 to 87, have turned
idealistic rhetoric into positive
action, financing construction
of a 'swimming pool and a
$1.000 safety fence at the
Lufkin State School for the
Mentally Retarded.
Two of the grandmother%
went to a Lufkin bank and
borrowed $300 on a personal
note to make a down payment
on the safety fence. The
women's hi-14)8nd'; asaftmed
they would end up paying the
note, but the wives paid the
on-day obligation in less than
a
month.
There are other projects,
some of them "grandmotherly," "The women make
and sell needle holders,
afghans, quilts and even
provide a taxi service.;
"This is the only thing that's
held us together." said Mrs.
Rrumble,
Lufkin
Grandmother of the Year. "If
we did not help people with
our projects. most of us would
have quit and got into an
Hrganization that did.Last !,,ear the grandmothers
learned of a Lufkin woman
who was confined to a
Houston hospital with a
terminal illness. The woman
sometimes had to spend two
hours on a streeher Woe-a-nurse was available to lilt her
to, a bed after_ treatment.
The -Lufkin granifinOtTii4a—
underwrote the expense of a
private nurse for thr woman

4-H Wini

In...response, the school system actelerated ste
ofte
,01 cost of $t
iniNiOn, for assignment that-11y
to elementary schools.
School authorities also are se- III
riously considering the use of
color-coded photo identtfication
cards to help weed out intruders, as well as the issuing to
teachers of pocket-size silent
alarm devipes,'MOUT developed tor enezperxnosdal electrot* sectnity system at a Sacramento, Calif., high school.
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Throw 3 Darts, the person closest to the bullseye is the
*inn*. fbischarge! One member per family,
throwing,
children must be accompaied by parents.
There will be a minimum of
5 participants each match.
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a
winner of a Turkey!
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4-H Winners EariTrips,Awardsin4-H

Four Kentucky young
people - two of them from
Scott County - have learned
that hard work in 4-11 can
pay off in a really big way.
They swept to top honors
in their projects and three of
them will receive expensepaid trips to the 51st National 4-H Congress in Chicago,
Nov. 26-30.
They are Deborah Moorhead, 15, of Falmouth; and
Garry Hisel; 17, and John
Sharpe, 16, both of Georgetown in Scott County. Miss
Moorhead is from Bracken
County.
The fourth winner, Rita
Wade, IS, of Cynthiana in
Harrison County, won top

recall robnything like
tion and I
It doesn't
e Board of
to a rash of
r involving
ssed a resg adminisrid even exd carrying
or around
urge of into a board
red to stern
ction among

SIM

miss Moorhead
honors in the sheep programand will receive a 350 D.S.
Savings Bond from Wilson
.Cn.„ Inc.
kl'he three trip winners will
among some 30 state
d winners from Keny at congress. Winners
'sleeted by the CoopersExtension Service,
Visa Moorhead, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
orhead, baked her way to
bread award with an array
0
, banana,

the 1972 Older Youth Conference in Washington, D.C..
She now instructs younger
girls in bread making.
Hisel, son of Mr. arid Mrs.
Sidney C. Hisel, won the

Hosea
photography award and will
be the guest in Chicago of the
Eastman Kedak Company.
He is a high school senior and
an eight-year 4-H'er.
He _won top„ honors_auth
an i
of color and Melc
-4111;414)s. Xlintin1
nie )(sorts stets to
of jee gibe* of a:house
- **used *As local
reT. JO,type this color
srat are,*
Fair. He I
Older Youth Crinferente.
Sharpe, son of Mr. and

green burley tobacco to
breeding prize Shorthorn
cattle. A high school' junior
and eight-year 4-H'er, he said,
"My aim is to make my best
better as 1 climb up the
ladder of life." He is a junior
leader.
Miss Wade, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wade,
has won her county's sheep
award for the last seven years.
She has sold some of her
prize-winning sheep and also
the wool that they produced.
A high school sophomore,she
is a six-year 4-1i'er. She is
captain of her school's softball team.
The awards program is arranged by the National 4-H
Service Committee.

MW ad.
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THE TRAVELER

Look for bargains in off-season
It's the off-season period
now for travelers in many
parts of the world and a good
time to look for lower rates. In
Paris, for example, the new
1,000-room Hotel Meridien offers one night free with breakfast during a three-night stay,
plus a discount for the other
two nights — and tree champagne. Two French hotel
chains — the Relais de
Campagne and the ChateauxHotels — offer a 50 per cent
discount on the room rate with
breakfast, ...
Under the "Welcome to
France" plan, you can obtain
a variety of free gifts and services — tree acknission to the
Eiffel Tower, the Louvre Museum, the Arch of Triumph
flipat•ei and the Palace of
Viteimilias, The George V
-ask! Airs a free gourmet
14111kftfrejeirieffey
tO
brochure Is availabiejr;
Americas travel agents,or at
Air France and Pan Amer-

••••••••••••••

Sharpe
hici. Ray C. Sharpe, won
'cultural award a

ican offices...
The Danes have a pretty
good thing going for the traveler too. It's called "A Day on
the Danes," and it's offered to
any traveler living outside
Denmark, Sweden and Norway who makes Copenhagen
his first or last stop in Europe
For skiers, Trans World
Airlines has a free 43-page
brochure detailing ski trice to
areas in the western United
States, Switzerland, France,
on a scheduled direct flight to
or from the Americas, Africa
south of the Sahara or Asia
east of Tehran. You have to
spend at least one night there.
It includes a guided bus tour
of the city, a rental car for two
days, a tree bicycle for 24
hours, visits to stores, free
gifts — and a drink of Kijafa.
You may get a coupon book
for all these goodies at Handelsbanke in the Town Termini' by showing your airline
ticket and a travel agent's
certificate

Austria and Italy. Write TWA,
Getaway Adventures Ski,
Box 813, Farmingdale, NY.
11735. ...
In jut le months KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines has
made its 2,500th crossing of
the North Atlantic in a 747. ...
National Airlines is inaugurating nonstop DC-10 jet service from San Francisco to
Curacao has extended its
summer festival in Willemstad through the upcoming
winter season. It includes special hotel rates, a free casino
tour and gaming lessons or
sight-seeing tow, a Friday
night shopping special, strolling groups of dancers and
singers. ...
You can de the South Seas in
32 days aboard the Merinos&
or Monterey (Pacific Far
East Line). That trims a good
cheek of time cg the regular
43-tby cruise. It's done by
Hiptaii and sailing
JINN
kern fiodalik

NEW LOOK AT OLD SKULL—This is a view of prehistoric skull
found by Richard Leakey near Lake Rudolph in Kenya. Gaps
have been filled in with plastic. Leakey says he believes it to be 2.5
million years old which would make it the oldest complete skull of
early man ever found.
(AP Wirephoto)

These Prices Limited To Present Stock

a

ore,
she
ten both coder ind
area bread award winner for
the last six years. Her trip will
be sponsored by Standard
Brands Incorporated. She is a
six-year 4-1l'er and attended

411 winner
e last fear years.
Me won top honors in the
agricultural program for his
overall excellence in several
fields of agriculture, ranging
from growing prize-winning
for

Old Arab Tunes
Are Sought Out
By ALY MAHMOUD
BEIRUT (AP) — Mounir
Bachir is a 42-year-old
musical detective whose
specialty is investigating melodic mysteries thousands of
years old.
He tours towns and villages
in the Arabian Peninsula on the
lookout for long-neglected Arab
tunes.
Bachir eavesdrops on singing
peasants, desert nomads. fortulle tellers, sidewalk peddlers
and rehrows cnanters for
traces of the musical past.
Bachir, who has a Ph.D degree in ii-,1,klore music from the
University of Budapest. hopes
to contribute to a "revival" of
Arab music. mainly by "rediscovering" ancient melodies
"Arabian Nights tales are replete with stones of singers and
musicians who could cause
princes and caliphs to laugh or
weep by means of well studied
melodies This music is lost.
and it is our duty today to
search icr it," he says.
Bachir charges that modern

19
STING

RS

99

••

WO
Did I Get,
Results!
I put a Want Ad in THE
LEDGER & TIMES
Classified Advertising
section, and I had people
out here buying my crib
and all sorts of stuff my
Mom and Dad no longer
use.

If you want to trade
your tillable, but no longer
useful items for welcome
cash, just phone.

753-1916
01

Ledger
I& Times
P.S. My Mom says the
Ad-visors are
very
helpful to writing your ad.

It

Arab melodies can hardly be
regarded as authentic music.
He sadly accuses Arab composers, the Egyptians in particular, of "distorting the Arab
taste with a mishmash of socalled music."
He insists that 90 per cent of
present-day music is "copied'•
— to use a polite term — from
European music. And the remaining 10 per cent is nothing
but a "crazy mixture" of tunes
adapted to words and termed as
Arab songs.
A WWI) Urn -of dRifIff Yia
'corroded features of ancient,
glamorous, spiritual Arab music' until it survives only in
hidden form, he says.
Arab music is distorted today
but barely survives in the dayby-day practices and popular
ballads of Arabs who live just
the way their ancestors lived
thousands of years ago. Bachir
is determined to uncover, polish and revive that music, he
says.
He often picks up old tunes
whose origin has been lost
through the ages. He verifies
them by playing them on his
"oud" — the Arab guitar — to
natives and watching their reaction In many cases,,he says,
desert Arabs have corrected
melodies or responded with different variations

Console
Stereo-Radio
Sale $ 15995
P
Motorola

Portable
Stereo

PORTABLE TV
SALE PRICE

$8995

4
4

Color
Portable TV

Brithir -suggests that Arab
governments launch programs
to look for "genuine Arab melodies." He calls for organizing
"music hunting caravans,"
complete with tape recorders
and trained musical detectives
to tour ancient villages and
oases to lister to popular melodies and record them.
Arab universities and specialized institutes should then
verify ancient ballads and
tunes, polish them and wrap
them in proper Western forms.

The Thule people who
settled the Arctic coast 10
hunted
ago
centuries
Greenland whale and used its
massive bones as beams for
- their horned.-

PORTABLE COLOR TV

Portable TV

His digging reveals that the
oldest melodies were sung by
slow moving camel drivers la
Yemen and the Persian Gdf
desert areas. They were =rhythmical, drawling and in
keeping with the quarter-tone
Arab octave, Bachir says.
The melodies later developed
into faster and rhythmical tempos adapted to words sung by
Arabs at weddings

'Undersea'renewed
HOLLYWOOD WM) —
.4,13'C has renewed the "Undersea World of Jacques
Cousteau" series for a sixth
season.

Big Screen
Black & White

22" Black & White

Console TV
American

Styling
Early
Reg. '269.95

25" Motorola
Quasar

CONSOLE TV

Console TV

Contemporary Styling
SALE
PRICE

wit
$54995

SALE PRICE

$399w/95t
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JERGENS LOTION
Makes Hands Feel Softer
13.3-oz. at the 10-oz. price.
Y3 More FREE!

Reg. 5 1.19 1

66;

ALBERTO
BALSAM
Ng Works like magic, does more
ri
than any creme rinse Of
conditioner. Choice of Regular,
super conditioning,
extra body. 8-oz.

79;

Reg. '1.50

Alka-Seltzer
Plus
Cold Tablets

LYSOL
SPRAY

DISINFECTANT
Eliminates odors, kills household
germs. Economy size 21-ez.

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

IT
'
S,
To P
Ledger

BUFFERIN

Relieves congestion, headache and
feverish feeling.
Sal.
Box of 20

The Only True Discount Prescription

58;

Reg. '1.09
Something New To Be Added to
'
s Sho,.ing Center!!
Uncle Jeff

Men's

SWEAT SHIRTS

HAIR
SPRAY

Men's Wrangler Waist Sizes
28-36
Flare Leg

Jeans

Choice of Regular or
Unscented

$ .
97h

Choice of -Regular, Super
Hold, Unscented, Super
Unscented 13-oz. can

TWO FROM
pact Omega (t
(bottom). The
be available in
back coupe sho
mediate lineup

Reg '2 49

POLE

MEDICINE
CABINET

LAMPS

• Size 12"x18'

ROASTWELL
OVAL
ROASTER
Porcelain Enamel

All Shapes & Sizes

BLONDIE

$2
67
McGraw-Edison
Tropic-Aire
ELECTRIC

PLASTIC

STORM
WINDOW
KITS

Reg. '4.88
Sizes S thru L
Many
Styles
Colors

HEATER
Model 3214108-650 Watt
•Safety switch .Thermostat Controlled
•Fan forced heats.

THE PHA

Reg. '17.97

Boys Long Sleeve

White
Enameled Majestic

KNIT SHIRTS

TOILET SEAT
BEATLE B

16.
,11111411101111010

Asst Colors
& Patterns

SHOE
DEPT.

Aeroseat

Aeroseal

WINDSHIELD
DE-aR

STARTING
FLUID

57;

Boy's Corduroy
House

Reg. 774

/
2-6 $287
31

King Size TV
Shoes 123 1
"

SPECIAL SELECTION
LADIES

DRESS SHOES

'NE A6.5
FORCEG
ESE M•
AvVAN

SPACE
SAVERS
Just right for your
bathroom!

NANCY
SLUGGO
THE
"LUDI

Snack
Table

MISSES

Lace
Boots

97!
GUARDIAN OUTDOOR

TV ANTENNA

ABN
,rEAT
HEARTY,
50YS.r.f

Sizes 5-10

Reg. '9.87

:111,Nixsuiliapiumoupiessoveiselaseaseawaseasiasaileameasiaisanaviameassineasameaseasasie
.
,..disig,1446%4116sacae

4.0.6.111p.o.••••••
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

1

WA
N
WANT-ADS
FOR RENT

U.

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

MIWWWWWWW•maiwwww•

1973 !I

AN&

PVT
,

WANTED MAN: this area now
available for sales and service of
Electrolux. For full details write
Electrolux, 111 South 6th Street,
Paducah, Ky. 42001, or phone 443TFC
6469.

ImIsI
Super
uper

4"11
TWO FROM OLDS — Two offerings from Oldsmobile for 1973 are the new compact Omega (top) and the redesigned intermediate Cutlass 'S' colonnade hardtop coupe
(bottom). The Omega, new to the Olds lineup, is built on a 111-inch wheelbase and will
be al.allable in three body styles . . . a two-door coupe, four-door sedan and the hatchback coupe shown here. In addition to the Cutlass 'S' colonnade hardtop coupe, the intermediate lineup includes two Vista Cruisers, two Cutlass Supremes and two Cutlass models.
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SOME MIGRATING
13005 ARE
GUIDED BY A
5464..E
STAR'

014--ONPIE, I'm mAKikag
MYSELF A LEmONADE-•
WouLD YOU LIKE ONE,
TOO"

ti t

wo,PEAR
'I
JOT
THIRSTY

,
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In

IMLE Of f Of HISHINAT 54 k ASV ON CLYDE HALE ROAD
I4 WU PAST ELN ORWIE [MYREN TURN LEFT To SALE

:
•P.:•;:l

THE PHANTOM

REAL ESTATE

SVCS

Tr% 105 U S Pot ON —MI,004
11/2 bs UNIed ftwewn 55,5300. Inc

TERMS Of SALE

some 9A,6

IR.(OU KNOW HOW 11 151 JOE.
SPILL A LITTLE SOME 12A1'5 `
(00
) "
GIONT.

'-(ou

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS CASH DAY OF SALE. FARM RA DOWN DAY Of SALE AND BALANCE
WIT'4 RECEIPT OF DEED ANNOUNCEMENTS DAY OF SALE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER
PRINTED MATTER AND ALL OTHER ADVERTISING
HOUSEN010 SALE IT

OTTO CHESTER'S AUCTION SERVICE

AUCTION SALE

FOR RENT

OTTO CHESTER AuCTIOIEER

ANTIQUE AUCTIONS, Saturday, November 18, 10:00 a.m.,
inside heated hall with plenty to
buy and eat. Located 6 miles
from Kentucky Dam on Paducah
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, Highway, two miles south of
57111 OTHERS TALK A 5711R11, living room, kitchen, bathroom Calvert City.
FRIEND INTO GOING ALONG,
with shower and bath. One or two Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Colson,
If(I
AND 5HOWLNG THEM THE OAK: bedrooms.
1.11114(1
Zimmerman Apart- former owners of Calvert City
Oi l ?
ments, South 16th Street, 753- Antiques are offering a part of
6609.
December14C their private collection, also they
14
bought an entire stock from
antique store, all of which sells at
FOR RENT
this sale.
Modern Office Space-524
Walnut furniture in suites,
sq. ft.—first floor, central
pieces or groups, claw feet and
healing, air, utilities
marble top, corner cabinets,
furnished, parking space.
grape carved Victorian sofa,
If interested contact
I i
THAT' LOOKS
library table, L2 size spool bed,
Western Dark
Fired
GOOD. MAY
wall mirror and oak roll top desk.
•
u
I HAVE A
Tobacco
Growers
Six chairs and table, buffet, 2
I KNEW Ir-•
TASTE?
•
Association, Tobacco,
I KNEW IT!
drawer
blanket
chest,
Building, 206-208 Maple
secretary desk with bookcase on
N
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
top, pine Pennsylvania Dutch dry
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
k
sink and Currier and Ives prints,
.0"
Gone With the Wind swir.ging
lamps,
phone, kitchen clocks, all
EXTRA NICE four bedroom
'i m:AriPrP4
colors in depression glass, carhouse. Carpeted, gas heat, large
2s
:111ihr
17rii
1111,4,
rooms and plenty of storage. nival, cobalt blue punch bowl
owsitt,
with 4 glasses, pitchers and
*MI
Phone 753-5074.
TFC
r.
glasses, berry bowl, small lamps,
•
churns, crocks, iron ware, cake
it-lb
NEW THREE bedroom brick plate, preserve stands, salt and
apartment, carpet, central heat pepper holders and bushels of
and air, range, disposal, washer nice press and
pattern glass.
and dryer hook up, large lot. One day sale can't have better
HE CRUSHED THE SKULL OF A LION rem
ONE BLOW. OUR SPEARS FELL OFF
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC and more. Douglas Shoemaker
NWT' LIKE. STRAW,
Associate Shoemaker Auction
1
,.HOUSE TRAILER, 10'3142', extra and Livestock Company in
COULD I SEE
MY ONLY SON
nice, 1968 model. Located near charge of sale. Not responsible
KILLED tt4 A
University. Phone 753-3895 or for accident. ITC
SENSELESS
COMBAT?
N17C
753-3482.
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted.
color TV;air conditioned, electric
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC

BEATLE BAILEY
AS6RESSOR
FORCES SEEM TO
BE MOVING
AWAY

THEy PROBABLY

THEY PROBABLN

GOT WIND OF
Dug. elATTLE

WERE DOWNWIND

FROM YOLIZ
SNEAKERS

FOR RENT
FURNISHED TRAILER or 2
'bedroom apartment, one mile
east of Murray on Hwy. 121. HOUSE TRAILER, 10'3E55', two
Phone 753-9957.
N21C bedrooms, electric heat, 2vs
miles east of Murray. Phone 753N21C
1/HREE BEDROOM house. 5998 or 753-7856.
Couple preferred. Nice neighCLEAN UP shop for rent near
borhood. No pets. Phone 75316388.
TFC Midway. Also boy's clothes for
sale, sizes 12 and 14. Phone 753N28C
TWO BEDROOM, two bath 5311.
trailer. Phone 753-2744 after 6:00
N18C TWO BEDROOM furnished or
p.m.
unfurnished apartment, central
furnished heat and air. Good location.
THREE
ROOM
lady Available October 1. Phone 753Elderly
apartment.
TFC
preferred. Phone 753-4687. N18C 4331.
Answer to Yesterday's

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

(,04tag

\\VO(//,
NANCY
I L11
SLUGC70-----DEFINE

THE WORD

ER--- I

KNOW
WHAT IT MEANS
BUT I DON'T

CAN YOU USE
THE WORD IN
A SENTENCE ?

KNOW HOW TO
W---v—kIDEFINEIT

111
aft
via
wiw
olkia‘14161

YES,
MA M

I'M

BEING-

LUDICROUS
l((

104101.01
-Y
#

0.•

"Z.

1 PortICOS
Et Capital of
Tibet
11 Defeats
13 Chwt
14 Part 01
"to be15 Sham
17 Negative
18 Small rug
20 Insects
21 Dance step
22 Stalk
24 lair
25 Partner
26 A state
28 Journey
forth

29 Paper
measure
30 Hail
Parcels
of
31
land
32 Collection of

igra
_(CAIN

.//

people

LIL' ABNER

34 Possessive
pronoun

NEED
TO BE 15RI0H1
AN'CHEER-1
FO'SADIE
HAW IK

'POLL

r

DOYS.f.r

MEAN
FO'
TM'
RACE"?

,itko
5.

101
,

OAK MILLER ApPRENTice

FARM SALE IT OTTO CHESTER AUCTIONEER, AND OMIN OILLMGTOTT AND STROu0 REA1.1, 010
BROKERS SOUTH:UDE SHOPPING OUTER WIRRAT isEirtutsy
*04 NiFoRmAlant EAU OTTO CHEST1141 MIST TOR SERVICE AT 46 4441 1100 GROVE Kr OR
CHARLIE 1110011111, ADINANSTRATOR Al 7534441 AFTER PM
11 2,0(3 TO Sill THE CHESTER WAY

PUBLIC SALE
LARGE ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, November 15, 10:00 a.m., 1972
Estate of the late Sid Pace. This sale
contgins a large number of
primitive antiques.
DIRECTIONS Two miles east of Benton, Ky , in
the center of
Dogtown, go out of Benton on East 14th
Street and proceed on the
blacktop road which is the Dogtown Road.
Partial Listing: Kitchen cabinet, meal bin on
one side and flour
on the other (this is the first one of this type we
have found), pie
safe with pierced tin doors, electric
cook stove, tea and wash
kettle, balance' scales, oil lamp. several
old stone pitchers,
beautiful old butter dish with lid, old bowls,
dishes, pots, pans,
tubs, refrigerator, table, real good
portable television. Truly
unusual oak dresser with two drawers across
bottom, high back
mirror On one side and three small drawers
on the other, old cast
iron skillets, all sizes, some with legs. Churns,
some complete,
saddle stirrup, old wire popcorn
good radio, lugs and
several of them, including one 5 gallon
stone and one 5 gallon
wood. Woodplane, brace and bits, large
box full of fish hooks and
line, old marbles, wash board, old flour and meal
scoop, straight
razor, strap and hone, picture frames, walking
sticks, coffee
grinder, coconut dipper, box of steel traps,
grind rock, electric
motor, coon dog lantern, small pea scales,
complete Ohl tin wall
match holder with Hardin Bank name on it.
shoe
homemade
"Shelf Poplar Log," has one drawer. This
is something to see.
Boxes of wrenches, tools of all descriptions,
old
cotton
cards, small coal stove, cane bottom chairs, old
rockers, hand
carved, solid bottom Dog irons, smoothing
irons, new electric
fan, step ladder, pressure spray tank ,
wheelbarrow, picks,
shovels, hoes, two iron beds, real nice old
wash stand, has towel
rack and back splash, horse working clothes,
including harness,
collars, shoes, yOu name it
implement seat, two lawn
mowers,one man saw, old corn shel ler, flour
barrel, single trees,
hand post hole digger, two cultivators,
horse drawn implements
Of all kinds, real good buggy Pole. complete
This is our first opportunity to
a "Steel wheel wagon," This
"Wagon" without a doubt brought the first
settlers to this corn
munity We have an "Item listage here" that very few
of you
have ever seen, Out we're not going to
describe anymore. We
want to see how many of you know what
it is.
Come dressed for the weather, bring your
trucks.
We will
selling by the "Rifle Method" part time,
And by the "Shotgun Method"some
of the time.
Everything sells to the highest bidder
with no minimum.
Reservation. Buy back or bid ins. We d6 not have
any company
buying carrying on. Everything sells to
our customers.

popper,

last,

radio case,

Cast iron

sell

be

-Try us--You'll like us--

TotACRRow: ME DEEP WOODS

TI4E

(PIE REAL ESTATE CONSIST Of AO ACRES OE 0000 LEVEL LAND IN HIGH STATE OF
pRODuCTIVITY. 38 ACRES TILLABLE WITH 1 ACRE OF TORACCO BASE, I ACRES CORN
BASE APED FAIRLY NICE FRAME FARM HOUSE WITH LOTS OF OUT BUILDINGS
IS AN IDEAL LOCATION ON A 0000 HARD SURFACE ROAD WITH LOTS OF FRONT A
IT IS A NICE DISTANCE FROM MURRAY AND ALSO NEAR TO KENTUCKY LAKE. SCHOL,.
AND CHURCHES IT IS IN AN ExTRA NICE COMMUNITY AND SURROUNDINGS T.,
IS THE TIME TO BUY A FARM HOME OR INVESTMENT PROPERTY
THE FARM WILL SELL AT 1 30 PM. A TWIN OF THE BOUNDARY WILL RE OFFERED
AT 12 O'CLOCK
THE HOUSE AND GROUNDS WILL BE OPEN FOR INSPECTION AT
AM ON SALE DATE OR BY CALLING PHONE NUMBERS BELOW

-

NO --

i

TROY IllsRAA, SO LAST ON P.

WILL SELL AT AuCTION.G000 FARM AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS NICE LIV‘NG Roo..
SUITE, 000 BEDS SPRINGS AND MATTRESSES, CHEST TYPE FREEZER, FRIGIDAiRE
REFRIGERATOR WITH FREEZER ACROSS THE TOP ELECTRIC STOVE, DROP LEAF
TABLE, ENO AND COP FEE TABLES ODD CHAIRS, OAK DRESSER PIE SAFES, CAMEL
BACK TRUNKS. vACuut. CLEANER pLcTuRE FRAMES, 2 ALADDIN LAMPS. OLD KEA°
SEAS LAMPS. WALL LAMP, BOOK SHELVES. LOTS Of GLASS, CHINA, COOKING °TEN
9LS, MANY GOOD OLD COLLECTOR ITEMS THIS 15 JUST A PARTIAL LISTING

t

I

EAT
HEARTY,

'
Pr.."/A•

HOUSEHOLD & REAL ESTATE AUCTION

AT THE LATE AMOS WORKMAN FARM

Ifl

11.1
1

811:

SATURDAY, NOV. 18th, 10 A.M.

At'

k

187
I
N

° OTHERS ARE GUIDED IN
THEIR TRAVEL5 Coi UNE5
OF MAGNETIC FORCE

BLONDIE

"LUDICROUS"

Up

DACCA JOINS
UNESCO
Bangladesh was recently
admitted to membership in
the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization by an 84 to 6
margin, with 22 abstentions.

AMOS

r,

NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Murray area. Company car
furnished for business and
pleasure. Group hospital and life
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to
$12,000 first year potential. Must
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitude.Interviews will
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
on Saturday if necessary. Call
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
for appointment.
TFC

•

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

Another View°

HELP WANTED

PEI
U'

7534916

NICE THREE bedroom brick
house, gas heat, water furnished.
Ill miles from University, 94
West. Available December 1.
Phone 753-5544.
N18C

411111,11111111
:
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Private sales and public auelkons

MARSHALL COUNTY
REALTY & AUCTION
AUCTIONEERS & REAL ESTATE BROKERS
Lovett Building, Benton, Kentucky. Office phone 527 9397,

"WE CRY FOR YOU"
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
November 18, 10:00 a.m, at the
Mr. T. C. Emerson home at 1307
West Main. next to Dairy Queen.
Three nearly new 3 and 4 KW
heaters, Rex air sweeper,
comrefrigerator-freezer
bination, table and chairs,
Frigidaire range, end tables,
coffee table, luggage, several odd
chairs, an extra nice couch (like
new(, 8 place setting of dishes,
foot stools, new roll-a-way bed
and mattress, 6 heavy
oak
chairs, breakfast table, 2 cots, 2
metal top tables, extra springs
and mattresses, toaster grill,
electric clock.
Antiques; treadle sewing
machine, dresser mirrors, old
phono records, oak lamp tables,
oak wall telephone, made into
radio, chifferobe, 3 old dressers,
library table, miscellaneous
dishes, cookware and numerous
other small iterns.
Shoemaker Auction Service.
Terry Shoemaker Auctioneer,
Bob Miller Apprentice in charge
of sale. Phone 492-8594. House
and trailer for rent after sale. see
Mr. Emerson.
N17C

'
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Dlatr, by UnIted Feature Syndleata. IRE.

home

phone 527 7068

FOR RENT

S.

2 Vegetable

1E,

21 Sitting rooms
23 Encounters
oe:ming to
25 P
apples
27 Aeriform

DOWN
I Shuts noisity

Puzzle

For detailed information concerning this auction
Joel
Sullivan, 502•527-9397 or 527 7068, Leonard
Jones administrator.
Sale conducted by Marshall County
Realty and Auction
Company
Auctioneers and Real Estate Brokers. Joel
Sullivan
Auctioneer. Call collect or wrVe for the sale date
of your choice.

FURNISHED HOUSE for college
girls, one block from University.
Available November 1, Phone
. 753-4974,
TFC

THANKSGIVING
WEEKEND
antique auction, November 23,
1:30 p.m., November 24, 10:00
a.m., November 25, 10:00 a.m. in
closed tent, South 16th Street and
West Broadway in Mayfield,
Kentucky.
Home and storage place for 10
years of collecting antiques sold
and will have biggest and nest
sale ever held in this section.
Items never offered to public.
The best walnut claw foot,
marble top, as well as suites and
odd pieces. Four china cabinets,
roll top desk, secretary, round
glass doors, 3 and 6 piece love
seats, fainting couch, hall tree,
wash stand, 4 door bookcase, 3
tier table, pie crust edge, witches
face oak buffet, beautiful carved
organ, plays good, stool. Brass
bed, Grandfather clock, 7 other
clocks. Victor talking machine,
long Kentucky rifle, muzzle
1
loader, J. Stevens 22 pat. (1905,
swinging lamps, cranberry, Gone
With the Wind, many others,
crystal chandeliers, any kW of
glassware made and lots of It, all
colors, pottery, iron, bt,ass,
pewter, silver, also 2 china dolls
over 300 common dol1s. no way to
complete list items.
Eats served, not responsible
for
accidents.
Douglas
Shoemaker,
Associate
Shoemaker
Auction
and
Livestock Company in charge of
sale.
ITC
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
OD

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings
Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
No Foundation Required - Sixes 641 to 24x40'
Completely Assambled including floors, Aluminum Sidewolls and Roof
floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penta-treated skids

Darnell Marine Sales

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
011061155011110 130

00135000505

5005511116000116

VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
443-6150.
N18C
100 WHITE ROCK hens, 50 cents
e head. Phone 753-5897.
N18P
DOGS, LEONARD curr, female,
two years old. Also two pups,
three months old. Phone 4374329.
NUIC

Model TG4817
8-Track Tape Player, AM,FM, FM-Stereo Receiver,
and Automatic Record Changer Music System
In Walnut Finish Cabinets
AM, FM, FM-Stereo radio • 250 Watts (IPP) • FET
circuitry and Integrated Circuits0C)•Tuning meter
for accurate peak radio reception • FM Stereo
Indicator light • Rocker switches for AFC, Power,
Rumble,Scratch,and Loudness• Headphone jacks
and mic/guitar jacks • Slide controls • Professional Gitrrard record changer with cusiag control
• 10-Speaker Ala SUSPENSION "duocone" audio
system in two enclosures featuring two 10-- high
compliance "duocone" woofers, two 51/4" hard
back "duocone" mid-range speakers and two 4"
horn tweeters.
Dimensions of center section with duet cover. 24"W a 143
/
4"0
/
4"H
x 101
Eacn speaker enclosure 131
/
4"W a 10 Vs"D x 221
/
4"H

all
TV ANTENNA, complete with GUTTERS-SEARS
aluminum seamless gutters
40' pole and rotor. Phone 753NI7C installed on your home by our
3295'
factory on wheels. Phone Larry
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. 1.yles at 753-2310 for free
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo estimate.
D14C
Piano Company, across from
N17C CLEANINGEST
AFRICAN GEESE, ducks Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
CARPET
chickens, bantams, pigeons.
cleaner you ever used, so easy
Large selection. Fancy and old
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent
favorites.
Phone
Hubert USED BALDWIN Spinet piano. electric shampooer $1. Big K,
NI6P Used Baldwin organ. Used Belaire Shopping Center. NW
Alexander 328-8563.
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo
USED TRAILERS, electric Piano Company, across from
REAL LOGS for cabins; Genuine
motors, refrigerators, washing Post Office, Paris, Tenn. , N17C
pre cut log material for 20'x28'
machine, electric roaster, pedal
cabin with loft and porch. Do it
LARGEST
VARIETY
of
pistols
sewing machine, chain hoist1
yourself and save. See model
electric drills, and saws, electric in Kentucky. No increase in
next door to Brass Lantern
concrete drill, all types of electric -prices. Country Boy Stores,
Restaurant in Aurora or phone
switch boxes. You name it, we Army Surplus, 9 miles from
474-2792 or 753-9807.
N16C
might have it. Shown after/ 4:30 Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
117
and
Open
164.
until
Sunday
p.m. earh evening, Dill Electric,
N17C FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
located Murray Drive In Theatre 4:00 p.m.
10 static free FM stations are
entrance.
N16C
available for your listening
SMALL WOMEN'S Clothes, sizes prdasure. For more information
BROWNING
AUTOMATIC 5,6, and some T. Phone 753call Murray Cablevision 753shotgun. Phone 753-1387.
NI6P 6345.
N17C 5005.
December 14C

c

2899

Compare at
'400" with
Other Brands

SOLID STATE STEREO HI-Fl RADIO/TAPE SYSTEM
Model Name
and Illustration

Model
Number

Description

THE LEO
T4200

24' CRUISER, sleeps four,
HANDMADE QUILTS, full size marble tables, 68 model H.P. 1971 -250cc OSSA gtiletto SHOP WITHOUT going shopping.
N17C motor, capable of pulling skiers. motocrosser and 3 bike trailer. Amway Products. Phone 436Phone 753-6949.
N22P
Phone Puryear, Tenn., 247NI6P 5525, Phillis Lusk.
Phone 753-5699.
FRIGIDAIRE 40" kitchen range, 3720.
N2OP
$115.00. Early American bed,
$50.00. Two sets of end tables. 1971 LOWRANCE depth finder,
Phone 753-4091.
N18C $75.00. 30.06 custom, $150.00, or
will trade for 22 autornatic rifle
and-or pistols. Phone 4928260.
NI6P
- BULLS or HEIFERS
MOBILE HOME
Double
Wide (24.x60') located in
From I Week to Weaning Age
beautiful Riviera Courts.
1972 WINCHESTER ttvo bedroom
unturrostred. but has - all 'T mobile homerluriratits; caised
major appliances including
For Further Information....
kitchen. Take over payments,
dish washer, • garbage
dispOsal, gas range, Oven.
$107.62. Phone-collect Roy Taylor
G.E
retrigerator, washer
502-838-6635.
N21C
dryer, and central airconditioning Large living
room, dining room, 3
SEARS BICYCLE exerciser.
bedrooms (extra
large
Penny's deluxe dress form, size
master bedroom), and 2 full
CUTE AKC Poodle puppies, one
size baths Lots of cabinet
B. Phone 753-8462.
N18C 1970-1 2'xR0' MODERNAGE
and closet space Home is
black, one white, $50.00 each.
underpinned, has all storm
mobile home, 2 bedrooms, large Phone 753-5984.
N16C
windows and deck -type
bath, dining room, step up living
porch Excellent condition,
room. Phone 753-9244 after 5:00 ORANGE
must see to appreciate Total
VINYL couch and
cost new
was 512,200.00
p.m.
N20C
Must sacrifice at low price of
chair, practically new, $50.00.
About Our
59,400.00 due to employment
Phone 753-8210.
N16C
relocation Phone 753 7645
1972 YAMAHA Enduro 125. Good
Aluminum Plates condition. Phone 436-5552. N16C RUMMAGE SALE at the
HELP WANTELt
American Legion Hall, ThurCHRISTMAS PUPPIES: AKC sday, November
16, 8:30 a.m. till
each
WANTED SOMEONE to do
registered Saint Bernard, ex- 4:30 p.m. Formals, suits,
general house cleaning one
cellent breeding. Phone Paris, spreads,
stuffed animals, dishes
morning a week. Phone 753-8293
Term.,642-9376.
N16C and all sizes. Priced
The Ledger & Times
to sell. N16C
after 3:30p.m.
N17C
103 N. 4th Street
DO YOUR Christmas shopping at EARLY
AMERICAN living room
WANTED LADY to do house
Murray Hobby and Handcraft at suite, gold
Murray,
color. Matching end
Ky.
work and stay with elderly lady
516 South llth Street and save tables and
coffee table, like new.
Phone 753-1916
from 8:00 a.m. till 4:00p.m., five
money. Everything on sale. Fireplace
ensemble with screen,
days a week. If interested phone
Numerous items to choose from. $25.00. Phone
753-2644.
N16C
753-1959 after 5:00 p.m..
N17C
See our selection of candles,
24' CRUISER, Sleeps four, candle holders and rings. Grape
marble tables, 1968 model, 85 clusters, Christmas FIBERGLAS BOAT with 65 H.P.
H.P. motor, capable of pulling arrangements. Open from 9:00- Mercury motor, both 72 models.
Trolling motor and trailer. Phone
skiers. Phone Puryear, Tenn., 5:00.
N17P 753-2386.
NI6C
247-3720.
N72NC

Sneaker
Dimens
B1
/
4- W.
x12"H.
x 5)4" 0

HOLSTEIN CALVES

Model
Nu nth Cl

Model Name
and Illustration

FOR SALE

489-2161

--After 5:00 p.m.

TG77672

3-PIECE STEREO RADIO/TAPE
COMPACT
FM/AM/FM Stereo Radio
50Mml.P.P.
BUILT-IN 8-TRACK TAPE
CARTRIDGE PLAYER
2 speaker system in 2 enclosures

$8995
AUTOS FO

Desvription

Console Models
with 8-Track

UV MEDITERRANEAN STYLE
Walnut Wood Veneers with sliding door
compartment for bar or record storage
FM/AM and FM Stereo Radio
100 Watts I.P.P.
FET circuitry
Rocker Switches for
Rumble, Scratch, AFC and Power
Headphone & Mic/Guitar Jacks
Deluxe Professional Type GARRARD
$
Record Changer with Diamond Stylus
12 speaker "duocone" audio system
BUILT IN 8-'TRACK TAPE PLAYER

from

1599.,5

CALL

THE BELLEZA

256

f
4DG4320 5-PIECE "4D" SYSTEM
Mair
Speaker
Dmans
1
1 314'11,
a 22W H
x 9O.

THE PALACE

WANTED

APPRENTICE BRICK
LAYERS
Phone 753-6311

AN OHIO Oil Co. offers opportunity for high income plus
cash bonuses and convention
trips to mature man in Murray
area. Regardless of experience,
air mail AK.. Read, Pres.,
4merican Lubricants Co., Box
NI6P
696, Dayton,Ohio 45401.
AUTO PAINTER,experienced in
auto painting in body shop. Apply
in person only. 810
Sycamore.
N16C

POODLE PUPPIES, blacks,
silvers, apricots and whites. Tiny
toys and toys. All AKC
registered.Thanksgiving special.
Phone 753-6379.
N18P

WANTED PART time saleslady
for local dress shop. Send resume COMPOSTOR SHREDERS, two
to P.O. Box 144, Murray, Ken- to sell at cost. One 6 H.P. and one
N16C 3 H.P. Phone Benton 527-9904 or
tucky.
see at Plantland Garden CenWANTED COOKS, Waitresses ter.
NI8C
and dishwashers. Apply in person
Southside
to
Restaurant, 1969-10.x40' TWO bedroom
,Southside Shopping Center. NI6C mobile home. Excellent condition. Phone 436-2149.
WANTED T.V. technician
Excellent opportunity for right
man. Contact Sight & Sound, 80
North Main, Benton, Ky., 5279900
N16C

SPECIAL

LITTLE GIRL'S winter coat,
beige fur., size 3. Lady's white
winter coat, size 10. Also lady's
wig. Phone 753-9036.
N18C
UPRIGHT ANTIQUE piano and
bench. Good condition. $50.00.
Phone 753-3992 after 6:00 p.m.
N18C

Friday,Nov.11
BONELESS CATFISH
All you can eat. With french
fries, hushpuppies, and cole
slaw. for
$1 10
Also try one of our daily
or Sunday specials. We specialize
in BAR -RAVE dinners,sandwiches
and by the pound.

FIVE POINTS CAFE &BAR-B-OUE

NIS('

PRO-MODEL bass fishing boat
with 65 H.P. Mercury motor, all
1972 models. Trolling motor and
trailer. Phone 753-2386.
NI8P

$

95

FM/AM and FM Stereo Radio
GARRARD Professional Type Record
Changer
300 Watts I.P.P. FET circuitry. Slide Controls
20 speaker AIR SUSPENSION "duocone"
audio system featuring Horn
Tweeters in 4 Jumbo enclosures (22-5i" High)
BUILT-IN 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER
Dust Cover Included

•

GOOD COFFEE table and two
end tables, $25.00. Phone 7534430.
ITC

901 Coldwater Road
1,
0,6

555

5

SERVICES OFF

hEencoolome. • Stereo High Fidelity Compact Component Systems

THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store
will be open on Sunday, beginning
Sunday, November 19, from 1:30
until 5:00 p.m., through Christmas. New fall shoes and lady's
boots are arriving daily.
N20C

Phone

753-191

Shop and Compare Prices, Quality
and Service

Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693

HAND CROCHETED Afghans:
Phone 436-2318.
N22C

FOR SALE
infra Sri

Call

Before Christmas Sale

Highway 94
Route 3 Murray, Ky.

HURRY TO Bill's Mobile Homes.
12'x60', three bedroom, new 1972.
One only at 94,495.00. A lot full of
other selections. Also used 8' and
10'. Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900
South
Beltline
Highway,
Paducah, Kentucky,14436150.
N18C

FOR SALE
STriT‘Wrr
rrrrii
rrall-M-
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Largest Selection of Component and Console
Stereos To Pick From in West Kentucky!!

HOUSE l'RAII.1:
New Concord, Phi
2427.
NEWLY DECO
two bedroom ho
room, kitchen-di
plenty cabinet
automatic washe
oil heat, 2 ca
workshop and
building. A voila
only. Phone 489B. Hurt, Kirksey
TWO BEDRO
trailer, air cond
from Murray.
Garbage pick
furnished. Phon
6332.
IN ME
ffl memory
parents, Mrs. E
passed away
November 22,
Walter Blakely,
June 15, 1958.
We think of
one seldom
tears are surely
are asleep. W
precious me
wonderful Chri
we loved so m
The Children

MUSI

Piano

/

Folks, you can buy Electrophonic Stereos in

k other stores in Murray and surrounding area . . .

See why
Wurlitzer
piano Sal
purchase. P
studios. .18,
Murray, K

but can you get service?

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL!!

MUM
Pr ofession
Piano, org
accordion,
instrument
Center. M
7575.

Make Your Selection Early . . .

USE OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

I 1 2 1 1 11_2_19 1 51.1.1.111LLIJALILAJ1111111ijumeivtie

Phone 753-5865
rut i ut..s ssj.i.s rust

COMMERCI
North 4th
information

WA
WANT TO
Phone 7
WENT TO
attic junk,
Phone 436-2

ER 11, 1972

go 4r
211

I
•
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SAMMON'S BAKERY
Northside Shopping Center

ems
Recelver,
stem

3
3

PP) •FET
ning meter
M Stereo
C, Power,
hone jacks
• Prolescontrol
one" audio
o 10: high
51
/
4" hard
and two 4"

FOR SALE

Phone 753-5434

CAKES

3
z

/
4"D
4"W x 143

• are at
with
Brands

3

v Fruit
v Cream
Spacious 5 bedroom brick house. 2 bathrooms. Full
basement. Triple space carport with sundeck. Central
heat and air conditioning. Large lot with plenty of trees.
Near schools. Call 753-5309.

v Pumpkin
v Pecan

NOTICE

Are You A
Football
Widow?

MOIST! FRESH! DELICIOUS!

EM

Make Certtin Your Selection
Is Complete!

z

z

ALL ADVANCE ORDERS PLACED
BY TUESDAY WILL BE FILLED
4

AUTOS FOR SALE

le Models
h 8-Track

B

from

0195:
val Up

• 4 • • 't .
fl.
•

•

• • •

THREE BEDROOM brick home
at 1814 Belmont Drive with 1'2
baths, patio, den and outside
storage. Phone 753-5287.
N20C

BABY FARM: 4 acres, 1 mile
East of Murray with nice 3
bedroom brick house, barn and
fenced area.
CARPET SALE, all of Novem- Catalina Drive. 3 bedroom
ber. Hughes Paint Store, 401 brick, kitchen-family room
Maple Street, Murray.
N16C combination, living room carpeted. Nice. $19,000.
Near Lynn Grove. 3 bedroom
brick, carpeted living room and
bedrooms. Fresh air and open
spaces.
Build your house yourself. W
have some nice lots.
104 N. 13th St.
Call 753-8382. John Randolph
Realty & Auction Co.
* Ceramic Supplies
N17C

ESTES
CERAMIC Arts

ORDER NOW
95

7

• 4'

AUTOS FOR SALE

* Free Instruction
Open Tues.-Sat.

1

For Sale

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Ph. 753-0373
A 5 Room House with bath, in
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
HOUSE TRAILER, 60'x12' at 1967 VOLKSWAGEN Bug, beige, 13th Street. "Every
city limits. Fully carpeted,
day you
BOTIQUE
BAZAAR: American electric heat
New Concord. Phone 436radio, heater, four good tires and delay lets bugs have their
and storm
Legion Hall, Friday, November
2427.
N20C two snow tires with wheels. Body way .windows. If you are a hanTFC
17,
10:00
a.m.-4:00
p.m.
Saturday.
like new. Engine- runs perfectly.
dyman you will enjoy the 14 X
November 18, 10:00 a.m.-2:00
NEWLY DECORATED modern Private owner. $825.00. Phone
18 Ft. block out-building and
stereo
FM
finest
THE
FOR
p.m.
two bedroom house, large living 753-8892 after 5:00 p.m.
N18C spacious garden spot that
N17C reception,
subscribe
to
room, kitchen-dining space with
comes with this little home.
Cablevision. 10 static free FM
plenty cabinets, outlet for 1967 DODGE Coronet 440,
Located near Hendricks
stations are available for your
automatic washer-dryer, central maroon, black vinyl roof, V8
'Market on Highway 121. This
oil heat, 2 car garage with automatic. Phone 753-1319 before listening pleasure. Call Murray
can be yours for only $9,500.
D14C
Cablevision 753-5005.
workshop and large utility 5:00p.m.
N20C
building. Available now. Family
Phone:
only. Phone 489-2405 or see Max 1965 FORD LTD, automatic, air COLLEGE
753-6734 Days
STUDENT --ExB. Hurt, Kirksey, Kentucky. N16C conditioned. Excellent condition, perienced painter
or
and house
motor and body. Phone 753-1934 repairs. Reasonable rates.
753-1903 Nights
TWO BEDROOM furnished days or 753-9894 nights.
N20C References. Bob Stevens, 753trailer, air conditioned.One mile
3531.
N16P
BY OWNER; four bedroom
from Murray. $85.00 per month. 1968 VOLKSWAGEN van, new
home, with large den, large
Garbage pick up and water engine. Extra nice. Phone days
private patio, large utility' room,
furnished. Phone Cadiz 522753-9747, or nights 7534455. N16C JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
6332.
Plumbing-electric
N27C
al-roofing and
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
1966 MUSTANG, vinyl top. V8, carpentry. Phone 7534897 days or
and Middle Schools. Priced to
power steering, automatic in 753-7625 nights.
TFC
sell. Bank loan available to right
IN MEMORY
floor. All new tires. Phone 436person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
2.348 after 5:30p.m.
NI7C BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
rn memory of our beloved
753-6342 nights.
TFC
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
parents, Mrs. Essie Blakely who
1956 CHEVROLET two door topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
passed away one year ago, hardtop,
GOOD THREE bedroom frame
327 automatic, new or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
November 22, and our daddy tires,
home near Stella on acre lot, good
new interior. $475.00. Phone
TOY COLLIES,11 weeks old to be well and pump, big garden,
Walter Blakely, who passed away 753-8760 or
753-8124.
N17C PIANO
TUNING-Repair- given away as pets. Phone 753- plenty of shade. Only $4,850.00.
June 15, 1958.
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- 9973.
N18C Possession with deed.
We think of you in silence, no 1968
ELDORADO Fleetwood vice.
15 years experience. Rebuilt
one seldom sees us weep, but Cadillac,
Nice three bedroom frame
power steering, brakes, pianos for sale.
Ben W. Dyer, 'SMALL WORLD ELECTRONICS home on P.2 acres all fenced, on
tears are surely shed while others windows,
seats, climate control, Murray, Kentucky.
Phone 753are asleep. We thank God for blue,
307 N. 4th 753-6091
blacktop, large den, dining room
white vinyl top. AM-FM 8911.
November21C
RADIO, TELEVISION,
precious memories of such -radio. Phone 753-2493.
combination, nice kitchen, 2
N17P
SMALL APPLIANCE
wonderful Christian parents that
baths, utility, six miles West of
SALES & SERVICE
we loved so much.
SPECIALIZING
Murray. $18,600. Possession in 6(
FREE
IN CB & CAR
ESTIMATE
on
septic
tank
1970 MAVERICK, vinyl roof, new
The Children
days.
1TP tires, low mileage. Excellent installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC RADIO REPAIR
Nice 3 bedroom brick on 121,
condition. Phone 753-9997 or 753One mile West of Coldwater on
8818. $1250,00.
TFC CUSTOM CARPENTER, Also
It You
one acre. Carport, utility, built-in
MUSIC
fix it and odd jobs. Guaranteed.
kitchen, l'-2 baths, and only
1967 DODGE A-100 van, 6 Phone 753-5257 after 5 00 p.m. NIT
$20,000.
cylinder. Phone 436-5894 after
Pianos -Organs
Phone._
Good 4 room house with bath,
6:00 p.m.
N16C
See why more people buy
on blacktop about 3 miles North
PIANO
TUNING.
Registered
Wurlitzer than any other
of Lynn Grove. P2 acre lot, good
piano
Sales-Service -Rental
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, white, in Craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry
Before
purchase. Practice piano and
5:00
p.m.
condition.
$7,500.
good
condition.
All
new
tires. tam(collect) vadaeah.5511studios. J8.8 Music Center,
Good lot on Hwy. 94 near lake,
Of
Murray, Ky 753-7575.
Decemberl2C
$950.00. Phone 753-0960.
N17C 4636210'x420'. Only $1,600.
1967 CHEVELLE Malibu, new
Galloway Insurance and Real
tires, motor excellent. Locally SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Estate Agency, Murray, Ky., 753Between
6:00
p.m.
Music Lessons
owned. Shown by appointment. hoe work. Phone Rex Camp5842 or 753-1302.
N16C
Professional teachers If
7:00 p.m. In The
TFC
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
Phone 753-1748.
N18C 753-5933.

Celebration
of
Communiation

This Sat.
7:30 pm

Murray Middle
School
Auditorium

nsole
ky!!

•

II

FOR LEASE

ter

i3-5865
a La 1..1.5 IAA SaIl

1967 PONTIAC Ventura two door
hardtop. Red with black vinyl
top. Nice. Phone 753-8760 or 7536098.
N18C

COMMERCIAL BUILDING, 104 1966 DODGE Coronet. Phone 753N18P
North 4th Street. 31'x100'. For 9971.
information phone 753-5549. N22P
1965 CHEVROLET 2 ton truck
with 14' flat steel bottom bed with
sides. Heavy duty truck with 2
WANT TO BUY
speed axle, power take off, with
hoist not connected. Phone
WANT TO BUY used trum pet
Benton 354-6304.
N18C
Phone 753-6392.
N16C
WANT TO BUY old furniture,'CLEAN TWO bedroom trailer, all
electric, $45.06 per month. Phone
attic junk, or anything of value, e
N16C
Phone 436-2135.
November21C 489'2595.

4

THREE BEDROOM brick,
carpeted living room, den, two
baths, kitchen with built-ins,
carport, utility room, outside
storage building, air conditioned.
On Covey Drive. Phone 7538126.
N21C

GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small. Call for estimate
436-2159, Jim.
November 27P

PRACTICALLY NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK home in Lynnwood Estates. Has hardwood floors, central heat and air,large ceramic bath, sliding glass doors to the family room,
kitchen built-ins, single car garage, attic storage and an outside storage shed. Draperies for
the living room and family room are included.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION Can be had on the 2 bedroom brick home at 306 South 15th
Street. This home has wall to wall carpeting, kitchen range, air conditioner, draperies,
beautiful landscaping.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a 412 acre tract of land, located 2 miles Southeast of
Murray on Hwy. 121. Has a built-in range, double oven, hood, dishwasher, enclosed back
porch, separate garage, city water, 455 ft. frontage on the highway. Owner will consider
selling the house and one acre only.
85 ACRE CATTLE FARM located approximately 9 miles from Murray, on Hwy. 614. Has 45
acres of tillable land with several more acres that could be dozed out, a 4-stall stock barn, a
dug well, stock pond and running water the year around. Also has seven-tenths acres of
blacktop frontage but is still priced at less than $200 per acre.
SPACIOUS 4-BEDROOM HOME OF brick and cedar shingles, located in Canterbury
Estates. This fine home, of French architecture, has a large entrance hall, open staircase,
living room,dining room,kitchen with all built-ins, family room with fireplace, 211 ceramic
baths, central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting,two-car garage.
128'x256' BUILI5ING LOT ON Hwy. 121, approximately 3 miles Southeast of Murray. $3,000.
GOOD FRAME DUPLEX house at 506 Pine Street. Has new carpeting and vinyl flooring
throughout. C.43s floor furnace, large rooms,deep lot. Priced at $9,000.
BRAND NEW SHAG CARPETING throughout in the 3-bedroom brick home at 1502 Henry
Street. Has an unusually large living room, kitchen and dining room combined, bath, utility
room,carport, attic storage, kitchen range, air conditioner and draperies.
OLDER TWO-STORY FRAME HOME, in remarkably good condition, at 602 Olive Street.
Has a basement with a gas furnace and a shower bath, living room with a fireplace, large
dining room, kitchen with additional dining space, utility' room, full bath on the main floor
and a half-bath on the second floor, screened-in front porch, carpeting, 2 air conditioners,
kitchen range, breakfast set, disposal, good sized backyard with a maximum of privacy.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - Three bedroom brick home on an 80'x200' lot, located at
1612 Locust Drive. Has a carpeted living room, 1b2 baths, large kitchen-family room
combination, utility room, carport, central air conditioning, kitchen range, refrigerator,
disposal. Would consider a trade for farm property.
CHOICE OF 5 RESIDENTIAL building lots, or mobile home sites, on US-641 South. Excellent financing available on these lots that average almost one acre each.
...$6,500 IS THE TOTAL PRICE of the five room frame house on State Line Road, in Hazel
Has a large lot with severaTiruit trees. Hotise-has been recital* remodeled.
SIX ACRES. of development property,located on US-641 just South of Hazel.
PARTIAI.I.Y COMPIETED 2-bedroom frame cottage, on Primrose Avenue in Pine Bluff
Shores Subdivision. Price includes brick for the fireplace, kitchen range,oven and hood.
WOODED LOT near Cherry Corner Baptist Church. 140'x198'.
COMPLETELY REMODELED 4-room house with aluminum siding. Interior has paneling
and wall to wall carpeting. Possession with the deed.
INCOME PROPERTY -Five rental units plus a business location will allow this property to
pay for itself in only five years. The $22,000 price includes the furnishings too. Become a
capitalist with a very small downpayment.
SMAI J.TRACTS,near the Henry-Calloway Recreation Club. Your choice from 1 to 10 acres
or anywhere in between.
148'x600' WOODED BUILDING SITE, with a dug well, only 3'1 miles from Murray on
Sinking Springs Church Road. Full price $3.500.
40 ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom (livable) house. Approximately 30 acres of tillable land,
on a private road just North of Hwy.94, near Faxon School.
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK home at 516 South Ilth Street. Has hardwood
floors and carpeting, central air conditioning, built-in range, oven and hood,dishwasher and
disposal, 2 baths, carport, utility room and a large storage room that could be utilized as a
4th bedroom.

Miss Your Paper

SMALL BUSINESS FOR SALE in the city limits of Murray. Good location and lots of room
for expansion.

753-1916

MOBILE HOME LOTS, some with septic tanks already installed, water supply,electric,
hook-ups. Located on Blood River Church Road near Kentucky Lake. Owner will finance 95
per cent of the purchase price at6 per cent interest. Prices start at $795.00.

753-7278

accordion, drums and band
instruments J & B Music
Center, Murray. Ky. 7537575

BY OWNER; nice house with six
large rooms, approximately one
acre in Almo. Remodeled kitchen, ceramic tile shower-bath,
city water. $11,000.00. Phone 7539485.
N20C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

EXECUTIVE HOME SITE - Adjoining the City Park, we are offering two spacious wooded
lots that defy'comparison. Will sell singly or together.

Delicious Butterflake Rolls

"H

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WE NEED HOMES IN ALL
LOCATIONS AND PRICE RANGES
GIVE US A CALL,
WE'LL GIVE YOU "ACTION"

PIES

v Fresh Coconut
Chocolate
v Spice
v Prune
v Carrot

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ANTIQUE BRICK two level
home, walkout basement, four
bedrooms, two baths, large
family room, garage, paved
drive, trees and shrubs.
Available February. Phone 7538731.
N18C

ORDER NOW for your
THANKSGIVING DINNER

a
a

I• a

Call
753-1916

••••
•
•

SALE
fb Tr1

•

THURSDAY-NOVEMBER 16, 1

•

Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
turn first If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

CARD OF THANKS

Many, many' thanks to my
neighbors and friends for
prayers, letters, cards, food,
flowers and gifts. They made my
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service.
stay in the hospital more pleasant
We clean septic tanks, grease
and special thanks to Bro. Roos
traps, all kinds of waste
for being with my family when
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247
they needed him so much.
7048.
December21C
LOST & FOUND
Sincerely
10 STATIC free FM stereo radio Mrs. Clem Moore.
ITC
PEST CONTROL
stations ttiat can be found by
installing an FM outlet to your
FOR SALE OR RENT
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for existing cablevision installation.,
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No Call Murray Cablevision, 753- FIVE ROOM frame house in
monthly contract, required. 5005.
D14C Puryear, with three acres of
Superior Exterminating Corn
land, stock barn, chicken and
LOST:
ONE steel rack for top of
pany,phone 753spoke
house. Phone 4927266.
December5C car. Plaine'753-5327. Reward. X16 '4.33.
N16P

BRAND NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK home in Puryear Heights, Puryear, Tennessee.
Have Ptceramic baths, built-in range, oven and hood, combination, kitchen-family' room,
carport, utility room, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, 100'x212. lot. Owner will
assist in obtaining financing.
112 NORTH 7TH STREET - A recently remodeled 3-bedroom brick home with P2 baths,
wall to wall casipeting, kitchen range, disposal and a full basement. The two story floor plan
includes a living room, kitchen-dining room bath and one bedroom on the main floor. Two
bedrooms and the half-bath are located on the second floor. Immediate possession.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
---4th St- Maple Streets
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Fulton E. Young, 753-4946:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

•••••••

'Hero' Arrested After Saving
Three of His Four Passengers
DETROIT AP) — Although
police say James Niemiec is
in a sense ... a hero," the 18years(ld youth faces manslaughter charges after saving
three of his four passengers following an accident in which his
car plunged into a canal.
The one passenger who Nieiniec was unable to save %lig
his best friend.
Nieiniec was to be arraigned
today in Detroit Recorder's
Court on a manslaughter
charge
from
stemming
Tuesday's accident in which 18year-old James Rusin drowned.
Police said Niemiec did not
have time to get back to his
friend, trapped in the back seat
of the compact car, after pulling the three other passengers
from the chilly canal. The three
were all 17-year-old girls.
The maximum penalty for
manslaughter is 15 years in
prison.
Police said the car skidded
into the canal which feeds into
the Detroit River while Nie.o. was driving across a
..$sy field. He was to pick up
another passenger at Detroit's
Bell Isle after an evening of
touch football.
"Jimmy Rusin, my best
friend! Oh God, where is he?
Where is he?" was all Nierniec
said during the ride to the police station after the accident,
according to Gail Mikiciuk, one
of the girls he pulled to safety.
Gail said Niemiec, a classmate of those in the car, managed to open his door while the
car was sinking in the 20-footdeep canal.
"If it wasn't for Jimmy I
know I wouldn't have made it,"
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she added.
Police said the charge of
manslaughter includes "the
charge negligent homicide for
driving across the field."
But Nierniec was praised for
rescuing the three by an officer
in the Accident Prevention Bureau who said he was ••a
hero.".
Michelle Forystek was the
third girl Niemiec rescued. To
get her, after pulling Miss Mikiciuk and Mariann Mylenek
out, he dove back into the water.

Accidents ...
(Continued from Page 1)

was headed south or. 5th,
making a left turn, and the
Dowdy car was headed west on
Elm when the accident occurred. Damage to the Dunn
car was to the front end, and
damage to the Dowdy car was
to the right front, according to
police.
The fourth accident occurred
at 3:40 p.m. Wednesday on
Garden Street, and involved
cars driven by Bobby D.
Osborn, Route Two Hazel, and
John E. Robbins, 413 S. 10th,
According to police.
Investigating policemen said
the Osborn car was headed
south on Garden, and the Robbins vehicle was headed north
on Garden when the accident
occurred.
Damage to the Osborn car
was to the left side, and damage
to the Robbins vehicle was to
the left rear quarter-panel,
according to police.
Citations issued by the city
police Wednesday included one
for D.W.I., two for no city
sticker, one for no privilege
license, two for unnecessary
noise, two for no state inspection sticker, one for
speeding, and
one
for
The funeral for Cordis Cole. disregarding stop sign.
will be held today at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home,Hazel, with Rev. William
McKinney officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Fred Myers, Tink Myers, Bud
Myers, Owen Farris, Lester
Farris, and Leon Orr. Interment will be in the Lassiter Federal State Market News
Cemetery
with— the, Service November 16, 1972
arrangements by the Miller iCentuelty--Plifrrhlise Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Cole, age 74, a resident of Los Buying Stations
died in a Receipts: Act. 1263 Est. 700
Angeles, Calif.,
hospital there on Saturday. He Barrows and Gilts 25 cents
was the son of the late Dock lower Sows steady
Cole and Jane Key Cole of US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 27.50-28.00
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 27.00-27.50
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 26.50-27.00
Ruby Myers Cole of Los US 3-4 260-280 lbs.. 26.00-26.50
Angeles; one sister. Mrs. Eurlie Sows
Struble of Los Angeles; two US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 22.75-23.25
brothers, Less Cole of Los US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 21.75-22.75
Angeles and Ray Cole of US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 21.00-21.75
Boars 20.00-20.50
Detroit, Mich.

Rites Are Today
At Funeral Home
For Cordis Cole

Purchase Area
Hog Market

r

People In The News
WASHINGTON (API—First Lady Pat Nixon says the hydrofoil
boat that was a gift to the President from Soviet party chief
Leonid Brezhnev is exciting and "great fun." Mrs. Nixon
disclosed Wednesday that the family made a secret trip last
weekend in Florid's Biscayne Bay to try out the 28-foot boat with
skims over the water at a speed of about 30 knots, or 34 miles per
hour.
President Nixon, their daughters, Julie and Tricia, son-in-law
Edward Cox and family friend C. G. "Bebe" Rebozo were
aboard.
Deputy press secretary Gerald L. Warren described the trip as
-•a very short voyage" lasting about 15 or 20 minutes.
OTTAWA AP—Margaret Trudeau, 4 wife of Canada's prime
minister, was Crushed in a throng of school children and nearly
knocked down the steps of the Parliament Hill walkway when she
took part in a ceremony opening Canada's "Book Week."
The incident occurred Wednesday when Mrs. Trudeau released
about 1,000 balloons from under a platform. Each balloon carried
a sticker entitling children under 10 to a free book from the
publishing firm which organized the event.
As Mrs. Trudeau released the balloons, the children raced to
grab them before they floated out of reach. In the crush, she was
nearly pushed backward down a flight of steps. Police rushed
through the moo to ner rescue.
LONDON AP)—Princess Anne, the 22-year-old daughter of
Queen Elizabeth II, has been ticketed twice this month for
speeding in her 125-mile-per-hour sports car.
A police spokesman said Wednesday that Anne first broke
Britain's 70 m.p.h, speed limit on a superhighway from London
that passes near the royal family's Berkshire Castle. then again
on another highway to the north.
Police said both violations had been booked and authoities will
decide in about six weeks whether to prosecute.
Buckingham Palace confirmed that Anne had been stopped but
a spokesman said,"We know nothing about any prosecution."
The princess drives a Scimitar sports car, a Christmas gift
from her family.
DETROIT tAP( --Werner Klemperer, best known
for his role as the bumbling Colonel Klink in the television series
"Hogan's Heroes,- conducted the Detroit symphony and received
cries of "bravo" from the musicians for his efforts.
. Klemperer.. son of German conductor Otto Klemperer, was
invited to wield theaMton Wednesday- by symphony -conductor
Sixten Ehrling after the actor showed up at a rehearsal with a
score.
Klemperer is appearing as Uncle Max in a Detroit production of
"The Sound of Music."
One observer said Klemperer was "obviously a very serious
student of music." He led the orchestra through part of the first
movement of Cesar Franck's Symphony in!) Minor.

Freighter
Gives Aid
To Jarvis
JUNEAU, Alaska ( AP — A
Japanese freighter tied up with
the stricken Coast Guard cutter
Jarvis in Alaska's Aleutian
chain this morning, ending a
lonely, nine-hour ordeal for the
American vessel floundering
without power in "mountainous
seas."
Coast Guard spokesmen said
the Kilo Maru No. 3, one of
five merchant ships dispatched
to help the crippled cutter, was
the first rescue vessel to arrive
at the scene 20 miles south of
Akutan Island.
It was not known how the
freighter would help the Jarvis,
a 378-foot, jet-powered cutter
described as the pride of the
Coast Guard fleet.
One other Japanese merchantman, two Russian ships
and a Greek vessel continued to
respond to the Jarvis SOS.
Spokesmen said flooding that
inundated the cutter's engine
room had been controlled, and
Capt. Frederick 0. Wooley reported his ship was "in no imminent danger of sinking."
There were no injuries reported among the crew, which
officials placed at 170 men.
Spokesmen described the cutter's condition as "serious but
stable" as it rode 25-knot winds
and 12-foot swells 750 miles
southwest of Anchorage in the
North Pacific,
The Honolulu-based cutter
lost power and ability to pump
water late Wednesday when her
engine room flooded.

Reading . ..
(Continued from Page 1)
It operated under her
leadership until earlier this
year when Mrs. Bogard
assumed the responsibility and
the use of the Murray State
students was put on a regular,
organized basis for the firt time.
Perviously, more than 150
volunteers from across the
community had participated in
the program by helping with the
individualized instruction.
Vernon Shown, an associate
professor
in
secondary
education at Murray State, is
the University's liaison man
with the project, and long
associated with it has been Dr.
Pete Ryan, chairman of the
Department of Secondary
Education at the University.
Located in the A. B. Austin
School, the program provides
individualized work for the
students based on diagnostic
tests given them in reading.
Once these tests have been
analyzed, a prescription is
written up for each student
outlining a program of reading
designed to fit the child's individual needs.
"The Murray State students
help with the individual instruction by providing manpower for a one-to-one teaching
ratio," Mrs. Bogard said.
"By doing this," she went on,
"the university students are
gaining valuable experience in
working with
elementary
students, and -through their
tutoring
contact with them
observe how they grow and
develop. It also helps make
their university work more
meaningful."
Mrs. Bogard highly praised
the work of the university
students, describing them as
both "cooperative and concerned:"
"With a classroom ,full of
students, it is impossible for the
teacher to provide the one-toone instruction which is so ideal
for them at this point," she said.
"The university students have
enabled us to meet this need."
The university students also
point
out that they quickly
establish an association with
the elementary students which
goes far beyond the classroom,
emphasizing that the younger
students treat them "not as
instructors but as friends and
companions."The Murray State volunteers
with the program are:
Cecilia Beardsley, Bardwell;
Teresa Sholar, Owensboro;
Bonita Wallace,Sheila Wilson,
Bonnie Deoson and Allyson
Mansfield, all of Paducah; Rae
Evelyn. Oreatline, Ohio; Renee
Jennings, Sacramento; Emma
Thorpe, Clinton; Regina
Tilfor(1,- R&M; Susan Reynolds,
Vienna, Ill.
Bill Kaelin, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla.; and Wanda Garrett,
Joseph Campbell, Marlene
Duffy and Bick Krafchik, all of
Murray.

Kentucky Legislators To
Visit State Facilities
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — its December meeting. Sitting
Kentucky legislators apparently on the facilities committee are:
will *in their most ambitious IA, Gov, Julian Carroll; House
undertaking outside of formal Speaker Norbert Blume, Louissession next year — personal ville; Senate Majority Leader
visits to all types of state- Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
owned facilities in Kentucky.
Elizabethtown (until he resigns
The visits, approved unani- to go to the U.S. Senate t; Senmously Wednesday by the Leg- ate Minority Leader Norman
islative Research Commission, Farris, Somerset; House Mawill be to acquaint the legisla- jority Leader John Swinford,
tors with the operation of the Cynthiana; and House Minority
facilities as well as with any Leader Harold DeMarcus,Stanford
problems they have.
Making the visits will be five
The LRC also directed its
subcommittees comprised of director, Jackson White, to give
members of the LRC and of the an estimate of the cost of such
interim legislative committees visits at the December meetdealing with the particular ing.
function involved. ApproximateWhite said Wednesday the
ly seven legislators will be on money would have to come out
each panel.
of that allocated for the interim
One subcommittee, or "Facil- committees since it had no othities Review Commission," will er fund to draw from. He estibe set up to study each of five mated that up to about $30,000
types of facility: educational, a year might be available for
correctional, health and social that.
service (including mental
The only significant criticism
health), recreational and trans- of the proposal came from
portation.
State Sen. William Sullivan, DThe LRC's functions and fa- Henderson.
cilities committee will propose
"1 have serious reservations
who's to be named to each sub- that any part-time legislator
committee and the I.RC then could properly study and evalwill make the appointments at uate" the various facilities, he
a.
said, adding that many were
"immensely complex."
Saying later he would vote
for the plan reluctantly, Sullivan commented that "it will be
about as good as the members
who are appointed."
"If.( legislators) use it as a
junket to Kentucky Lake," he
HOUSTON ( AP) — A witness
asserted, "it will be a waste of
says the man pointed a what
the taxpayers' money."
appeared to be a toy pistol at
Blume agreed that the memthe woman and said, "Bang,
bership of the subcommittees
bang, bang! You're dead," bewould have to be selected carefore he pulled a real gun and
fully because many legislators
killed her.
would not have time for such a
William Johnson Jr., 24, was
task. But he said the plan was
charged with murder Wednesanother step toward upgrading
day in the death of Carol Ann
the legislature and becoming a
Venters, 28, who was wounded
more responsible branch of
fatally as she waited for an
government.
elevator in the Harris County
The idea first was suggested
Criminal Courts Building.
in September by Demarcus,
Mrs. Venters was shot during
who said LRC members should
a recess in her trial on a
visit the state prisons and mencharge of assault to murder in
tal hospitals. Carroll at that
the June 30, 1971, shooting of
Johnson, who is confined to a time suggested visiting college
wheelchair because of the in- campuses as well and then
Wednesday expanded the projury.
The witness said that after posal to all state-owned or oppretending to shoot Mrs. Ven- erated facilities.
It would be the most amters, Johnson drew a revolver
bitious effort ever undertaken
from inside his pants and fired
by legislators but one which
two fatal shots.
"I have a nervous condition several 1.11C members said was
where she shot me five times," needed in order for them to
Johnson said after he was dis- vote knowledgeably on the state
budget and other bills.
armed by a deputy sheriff. "I'll
Carroll said not all the state
be paralyzed for the rest of my
facilities
would be visited. The
life. She didn't have to do
individual subcommittees would
Char"
decide where it was to go and
the LRC or its functions and facilities committee would approve each visit in advance.
(ConUnued from Page 1)
In addition to state colleges,
willpower can be strengthened, mental hospitals, prisonand
physical effects of smoking, parks, the subcommittees could
organization of a buddy system inspect state and federal highways and visit any of nine rivand many other techniques
designed to break the habit erport authorities or 56 airports.
within a five-day period.
In other action, the LRC:
A feature will be the film
—Approved a proposal to
"Countdown" depicting in fullcolor a lung cancer operation, to have its staff gather informabe shown the first evening of the tion on the real estate and land
therapy session. Persons in- development business in Kenlicensing real,.
terewted in attending may call tucky and on
salesmen.
753-2715 for tickets or more estate
—Turned down a request
information, or may write, P.O.
from the State Alcoholic BeverBox 566, Murray, Ky. 42071.
age Control Board to make its
legislative auditor available for
duty with the ABC board. The
LRC decided its auditor did not
have time for that and should
I Continued from Page 1)
not be used by executive branch
an "agreement in principle" agencies anyway.
from four nations to take part
in supervising a cease-fire.
He did not list the countries,
but Canada, Indonesia, Hungary and Poland are reported
Final rites for Mrs- Bess M.
to have agreed to participate,
pending what Bray called -an Canter are being held today at
opportunity to explore at some one p.m. at the chapel of the
greater length ... the details J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
and fine print" that emerges with Rev. John Jones and Dr.
David C. Roos officiating.
from the Kissinger-Tho talks.
The pallbearers are Joe Pat
Officials also said the ninepoint tentative agreement out- McCallon, Glen McCallon, Rob
lined last month by both Kissin- McCallon, Bill McCallon,
ger and Hanoi calls for a cease- Jimmy Hays, and Kim Wilson.
fire to become effective 24 Interment will be in the Murray
hours after an agreement is Cemetery with
the
sighed. This virtually requires arrangements by the J.H.
completion of the supervisory Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Canter, age. 76, expired
machinery in quick order, they
Tuesday at one ain. at the
stated. ,
On the North Vietnamese Murray-Calloway County
side, it was learned that Hanoi Hospital. She was a meraber of
has been in touch with the four the Kirksey United Methodist
Church and was the daughter of
supervisory nations, as well.
Hanoi radio also said North the late James Fleming Hays
Vietnamese economic teams and Eliza Ann Johnson Hays.
circutatirre- among -allied-. , The Murray woman is surnations concerning reconstruc- vived by her hushind,
tion aide after the fighting Canter, 807 Vint Street,
stops, a development U.S. .Murray, one sister, Mrs. H.E.
sources indicated meant the McCallon of Murray Route Two,
North is preparing for a cease- and several nieces and
nephews.
fire.

Shooting Victim
Kills Defendent
During Recess

'Quit-Smoking'

Kissinger...

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Canter

Nunn Says He r
Doesn't Want
Job From Nixon
I.EXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
said today he has not yet been
offered any position in President Nixon's administration
and really doesn't want one.
"I have no desire to go to
Washington. I expect to stay
right here in Lexington and
practice law with the firm I've
been with since I left office as
governor," Nunn said.
Sen. John Sherman, Cooper
said the night Nunn was defeated in his bid for a U. S.
Senate seat that Nixon might
tap the former governor for a
cabinet post.
"There is some question in
my mind whether I would even
consider any position in Washington," Nunn said as he personally supervised cleanup operations at his campaign headquarters.
"And if I did, it would have
to be on a temporary basis," he
added.
Nunn noted that he "wasn't
looking for a seat in the senate" until Cooper, who is retiring this year, and others insisted that he run for the office.
"They felt that as a former
governor I might be of some
help to the president and I was
pursuaded to run," he said
"But I've never depended on
politics for my livelihood and
I'm not going to start- now. The
job I have here is more lucrative than the Senate," he said.
Nunn said there was some
question in his mind about the
amount of money spent in the
campaign of Democrat Walter
(Dee) Huddleston, who defeated him for the Senate seat
Nov. 7.
"I'm not inquiring about it,
but I expect the secretary of
the Senate will be looking into
it," he said, suggesting the
Democrats spent more than
they were allowed under the
law.
"It was either that or they
got better prices than I did or I
didn't get what I was paying
for," Nunn said.
A crew of workmen moved
beds into the rooms that once
housed Nunn's campaign headquarters as the former governor granted the interview.
"Can you have these
burned?" Nunn inquired of several boxes of envelopes
—bearu
the Nixon-Nunn headquarters
return address.
"I've never left a mess anywhere in my life," he said.

Committeemen
(Continued from Page 1)
formula promulgated by the
Central Committee.
"On the second Saturday in
following
the
December
Presidential Election, the
Precinct Committee members
in Counties having more than
five Legislative Districts shall
meet at 10 o'clock a.m.;
prevailing time, at a place
(Calloway County Courthouse)
designated by the Legislative
District Chairman of their
respective Legislative
District, they shall elect a
Legislative District Chairman,
who together with the other
Legislative Districts lying
within the County, shall constitute that County's Executive
Committee.
"The Executive Committee
so elected shall immediately
meet and elect a Chairman and
a Secretary, who need not be
members of the Executive
Committee, but shall have the
same powers and duties within
the County as the Chairman and
the Secretary of the Central
Committee have within the
State."

Seen & Heard . .
'Continued from Page I
As we got our check and fifty
cents to pay the man as we got
off, he was holding up a young
fellow in front of us, taking his
license number, etc. As we
pulled up to the booth, he
showed us what the fellow had
given him, a crisp $100 bill. He
had to give him $99.50 change
and the look of disgust on his
face was only too clear. That's
one way to get back at the
"establishment:"
Sort of like paying your taxes
in pennies.
This is -a —big ctuitl1t,- and
traveling around, you appreciate it more. It was 82
degrees when we left Fort
Lauderdale and 38 when we
arrived in Nashville.

Airline Pilots Consider
International Walk-Out
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
their lives menaced by hijackers and their command authority. challenged by tactics of the
FBI, the nation's airline pilots
are contemplating a new worldwide protest suspension of air
service.
Spokesmen for both the pilots
and their airlines welcomed the
prospect of negotiations between the United States and
Cuba to curb hijacking, but the
pilots expressed the view that
only a worldwide strike would
force all governments to crack
down on air piracy.
"I don't think we have any
alternative to another worldwide strike," said John J.
O'Donnell, president of the Air

Line Pilots Association.
The first such demonstration,
a 24-hour shutdown last June
19, was only partially effective
in the United States because
the airlines obtained court orders against it.
This time, O'Donnell told a
news conference Wednesday,
the airlines have indicated
through their industry organization, the Air Transport Association, that they might cooperate in an effective shutdown.
But Stuart G. Tipton, ATA
president, denied that the industry had given any such assurance.

O'Donnell said the ALPA
board would meet within less
than two weeks to consider
closing air commerce as a
means of inducing governments
to take stronger measures
against hijacking—such as providing more money for security
personnel and equipment, and
guarantees of swift punishment
for air pirates.
The Kentucky courts are
"If it was in my power alone
undergoing a complete study to
help modernize and improve the I would shut down America',courts of the Commonwealth. air industry until such time as
A nine-month study is being the proper guarantees for
conducted by the Court Studies safety to passenger and crev.
Division of the National College were made by the federal
of the State Judiciary, located government," O'Donnel said.
in Reno, Nev. Financial
Earlier, in a letter to Presiassistance is provided by the dent Nixon, O'Donnell urged
Kentucky Crime Commission that the United States take the
and the W.K. Kellogg Foun- initiative in trying to negotiate
dation of Battle Creek, Mich. an antihijack accord directly
The State has been divided with the Cuban government, beinto four areas and in each area cause Cuba has been the promo a meeting is held to identify pal haven for American hijack ,
problems of the Kentucky ers,
courts.
The FBI attempt to ground
Area II, which includes the
western portion of Kentucky the hijacked jet after it landed
will meet Saturday, Nov. 18, at at McCoy Field in Orlando,
the Kentucky Dam Village State Fla., was criticized anew by
Capt. Thomas M. Ashwood,
Park.
Approximately 280 key in- chairman of ALPA's commisdividuals from western Ken- sion on flight security.
tucky have been invited to atActing FBI Director L. Pattend the meeting.
rick Gray brought the hijack
Persons
invited
from victims close to
disaster by auCalloway County include Judge
thorizing agents to shoot out
James M. Lassiter, Judge
the plane's tires, Ashwood told
Robert 0. Miller, Judge W.
the convention of The AssociDonald
Overbey, Mayor
ated Press Managing Editors in
Holmes Ellis, Circuit Clerk
Kansas City.
James H. Blalock, ComThe crippled 0C9 barely liftmonwealth Attorney Boyce G.
Clayton, County Attorney Sid ed off the ground at the exEasley, City Attorney Wells treme end of the runway, said
Overbey, and Police Chief O'Donnell who joined in assailing the FBI action.
James Brown.

State Courts
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Modernization
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Kentucky Roundup
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP )—Federal funding has been approved
for a state-sponsored program to train persons to work on Kentucky horse farms.
The grant of $131,231 was awarded this week under the 1962
Manpower Development Training Act.
The training program will offer classroom and on-the-job
training for men and women 18 and over who are interested in
becoming grooms, stable managers, and the like.
FRANKFORT,Ky.lAP)-1.1 Gov. Julian Carroll has called for
a study of ways to improve Kentucky's new election laws.
Carroll said some election law changes made by the 1972
legislature are causing problems and confusion. He cited a
provision allowing absentee voter registration.
In addition to absentee registration, which is already law, a
sweeping new revision of state election law become effective Dec
1.
Carroll said a study should be made by the interim Election and
Constitutional Amendments Committee.
LEXINGTON, Ky. API—Fayette County School Supt. Guy S.
Potts said Wednesday the school system's record on hiring black
teachers is "justifiable."
Potts, commenting on a legal effort to force the school system to
employ more black teachers, said, "In the last three years we
have hired a large percentage of the few black applicants we have
had."
A suit against the county board of education asks U.S. District
Court to requre the board to present a plan for increased
recruitment and employment of black teachers.
The suit asks that the percentage of black teachers be substantially the same as the percentage of black students enrolled in
the schools.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1 AP)—The trail of Louisville police captian
charged with perjury has been postponed until January.
Capt. Jack Estill Green was to have gone on trial Wednesday on
charges of making false statements to a federal grand jury. The
indictment was one of two returned against Green in May by a
special federal grand jury investigating vice and corruption in
Louisville.
In the second indictment, Green and another officer, Sgt. Larry
F. Ogle, were charged with wire and mail fraud and two counts of
illegal possession of electronic surveillance equipment.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( API—The bankrilpt Penn Central Railroad
is taking bids on tearing down the 77-year-old Big Four Bridge
that spans the Ohio River between Louisville and Jeffersonville,
Ind.
The 3-mile-long bridge has been abandoned since 1968. It contains 15,400 ton of structural steel, which could be sold a scrap to
reduce the demolition cost.
Penn Central has filed for bankruptcy in U.S. District Court at
. •
Philadelphia.
PADUCAH, Ky. (API—A McCracken Circuit Court jury has
determined that a film shown at a Paducah theater is obscene
under Kentucky law.
The jury deliberated about 45 minutes Wednesday before
reaching its verdict on the film "Temptation and Sin"shown at
the Fourth Street Cinema.
The jury also recommended a fine of $1,000 for Western Corp. of
Tennessee, owner of the theater, and a $100 fine each against
theater manager Mary Margaret Deverell and porjectionist Gary
Bailey
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THE FEMALE EXECUTIVE

Young career woman
needs strong motivation

Perkins Named
Head of Area
Quality Control

Keith Perkins, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. Perkins of Puryear,
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Dear Consumer

Don't Be Taken
In Holiday Giving
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
White House Office of Consumer Affairs

The holiday season is just around the corner, and
with it are many requests from charitable organizations asking you to give "in the Christmas spirit."
Most requests come from worthwhile organizations. But there are still a handful of questionable
groups trying to take unfair advantage of your
generosity.
To insure that you contribute wisely, here are a few
pointers to keep in mind when
you're asked to give this holiday season and in the months
ahead:
• Don't give until you know
the facts. If you have doubts
about a certain organization,
don't hesitate to question the
solicitor or to write to the national headquarters and ask
fiir information. A reputable
charity will answer you.
In addition to writing to
the organization, you may
want to contact the Council of
Better Business Bureaus,
1150 17th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20036. The CBBB
has a free Solicitations Reviewing Service covering
3,000 national organizations.
If the charity you are checking out is on this list, you will
receive factual information
on the organization's background, financial status and
charitable activities. If the
organization .is not on the
CBBB list, you will still receive this information, but it
will take longer to compile.
For information on a
local organization or group,
check with your local Chamber of Commerce or Better
Business Bureau.
• Get a receipt. This is
especially important when
money is being collected doorto-door. Unless you pay by
check, a receipt will be your
only record of the contribution. Remember: Contributions to qualified non-profit
charities are deductible from
Federal income taxes.
•Know if you're buying or
contributing. Often times,
charitable organizations will
ask you to buy an item—a box
of greeting cards, neckties,
light bulbs—as a contribution. According to Federal
tax laws, you can only deduct
from your income tax that
portion of the contribution
that is not in payment for an
item or service.
(If you can buy similar
meirishandia4.„ks_verce
in a local store,--fouconsider just making a taxdeductible contribution to the
The SILENT GUARD li
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charity and not buying the
item.)
• Know your rights. If an
organization sends you an
item by mail requesting that
you buy it as a charitable
contribution, you have these
options open to you:
You can either keep the
item without paying for it
(under Federal law, anything
that is sent to you by mail is
considered a gift) or keep it
and send a donation in any
amount you choose. If you decide not to contribute, you are
under no obligation to return
the item, regardless of the
instructions accompanying it.
•Question telephone solicitors. A very common method
for obtaining contributions is
over the telephone. If you are
contacted by someone who
says he represents a charitable group, first ask if the
organization is non-profit and
request the name and address
of its headquarters.
If the caller states that
he is handicapped, keep in
mind that both profit and
non-profit groups frequently
employ handicapped persons
for solicitating purposes.

TVA Reports Low
Sulfur Coal Not
Helping Emissions
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.:(AP)—
Prospects are not encouraging
that low suliur coal will solve
the problem of sulfur dioxide
emissions from steam power
plants, the Tennessee Valley
Authority has reported.
TVA has experimented in the
use of low-sulfur coal in trying
to reduce sulfur emissions at
its steam generating facilities.
One by-product of low-sulfur
coal, TVA said, is a "serious
problem with fly-ash emissions." The agency said it is

.solvt_kkis,_problem
with a new type of gas-conditioning system.
Meanwhile,TVA has awarded
Old Ben Coal Corp. of Gibson
County, Ind., a $15.4 million
contract for 2.19 million tons of
low-sulfur fuel for its New
Johnsonville, Tenn., power
plant.
Gets movie rights

Sot of I tires starts os low as $40.60
Plus $1.61 F E. T. per tir• for Sears
4.-RLY CRUSADER
6.00-13 siza.

Sears (atolls° Sales rice
‘1(
Southside Shopping Center
Murray.

HOLLYWOOD 1UPII —
Producer Mike Frankovich
has acquired movie rights to
the soon-to-be-published novel;
Com-Report to the
missioner,-
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News Media
Appreciation
Day Planned

THE TRAVELER

About 75 people from news
media in West Kentucky and
two neighboring states are
expected to be on the Murray
State University campus for the
third annual News Media Appreciation Day Saturday, Nov.
18.
Representatives
of
17'
newspapers' and four radio
stations have indicated they will
be on hand for the day of activity planned by the public
relations department at the
university.
Besides Kentucky, guests for
the day will represent news
media in Tennessee and
Missouri.
M. C. Garrott, director of
public relations at Murray
State, said the News Media
Appreciation Day idea was
inaugurated -as a good will
gesture to show the university's
gratitude
for
the fine
cooperation extended to us by
the news media."
He added that activities have
been planned to give the guests
an up-to-date look at the
campus and to draw news
people and university people
into
closer
a
working
relationship.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray
State president, will welcome
the visitors to the campus
during the 9:30 a.m. program in
the General Services Building.
The morning agenda includes
tours of the printing services
operation and radio-television
facilities.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
director of public information
and chairman of the planning
committee for the event, will
SPOOKY STA RE — Surface of a tungsten crystal appears this way -vhen it is magnishare the role of master of
fied .3751
times. Robert R. Russell pictured it in research effort to find better filaments
for light bulbs at General Electric, Schenectady, N.Y.
ceremonies.
Following a buffet luncheon in
the new Throughbred Room
area of the Water-field Student
Union Building, the entire group
will attend the football game
between Murray State and Ohio
Valley
Conference
rival
Western Kentucky University in
Cutchin Satdium.
News media to be represented
are:
Newspapers — Caldwell
County Times. Mayfield
Messenger, Post-Intelligencer
of Paris, Tenn., Crittenden
Press, Fulton County News,
Herald Ledger of Eddyville,
Sturgis News, Tribune-Courier
or BeOtotf; Louisville -Cotwier—nJournal, Fulton Daily Leader,
Cadiz Record, Madisonville
Messenger, Paducah SunDemocrat, Daily Messenger of
Union City, Tenn., Murray
Ledger and Times, The News of
Hrts From
Hits From
Hits From
Paducah, and Dawson Springs
1920 • 1931
1931 4 1940
1940 • 1949
Progress.
Paul Whiteman
rlelsori Eddy
F reocty Martin
Fannie Brice
Radios-WNGO of Mayfield,
Jeannette MacDonakl
Helen 0 Connell
WKDZ of Cadiz, WPKY of
Eddie Cantor
Devtd Rase
Bing Crosby
Allan Jones
Glen Miller
Princeton, and KYMO of East
Gus Arnheim
ommy Oorsey
Rudy Vallee
Artie Shaw
Maq Merl,rFran* Sinatra
George
Prairie, Mo.
Helen Morgan
Ethel Merman
Cole Porte,

Puerto Vallarta
building marina
from Port Everglades Jan. 8.
Rates start at $860 for the 15day cruise. The second cruise
leaves San Francisco May 30
on a reverse route, with rates
starting at $805. Ports of call
include Acapulco, Balboa,
Cristobal, Cartagena and
Jamaica. ...
Incidental intelligence: The
average commercial airliner
in the United States is 3 years
old, toe average auto, 6 years
old, the average bus, 7 years,
and the average railroad passenger car, 22 years. That's
according to Hughes West
' public relations department. ...
Tourism is still booming in
Spain. The number of visitors
lover 8 million I for the first
five months of this year exceeds the same period in, 1971
by more than a million. ...
Belgium's Safari Park at
Dochams, about 112 miles
from Brussels, has 40 lions
and about 59 other kinds of
animals. The park is in the
Ardennes forest. ..
The National Art Gallery
in Washington, D.C., attracts
more than two million visitors
a year. It opened its doors in
1941. Favorite paintings
are
visitors
among
Fragonard's "A Young Girl
Reading" and Renoir's "Girl
With a Watering Can.".

By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
Puerto Vallarta. on Mexico's west coast, soon will have
one of the country's finest marina complexes.
Now nearing completion, it
has in service 16 nonfloating
concrete slips, a 300-foot
stretch of concrete dock, a
bathhouse and a marine
terminal building. A new
yacht club is also to be
built. ...
There's nonstop bus service
between San Diego, Calif.,
,and Tijuana now. Operated by
a Mexican company, the bus
drops passengers across the
border at a taxi stand, where
you can get a ride into downtown Tijuana. ...
• The PM) line's 30,000-ton
liner Arcadia will be permanently based on the West
Coast starting in June. It will
offer two 60-day Pacific
cruises, three 28-day Caribbean cruises and two 16-day
Hawaiian cruises from Canathan and U.S. ports. ...
A guide to unusual travel
guidebooks has just been published by Passport, Chicago
• travel information publisher.
The 36-page, pocket-sized volume lists 101 guidebooks —
which were selected for their
quality says author Robert B.
Stephenson. Copies are $2
eaeh Passport, 20 North
Wacker Drive, Chicago,
L11. ).
The Hamburg I German
Atlantic Line) will make two
new "Spanish Main" cruises
in 1973, the first departing

Radio thaelt

Asner in guest role
HOLLYWOOD 1UPII —
Emmy-winner Edward Amer.
the grouchy boss of "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show,"
will appear in a guest role with'
in

Glenn Ford
County...

"Cade'

'73 Equipment Catalog Now Available!‘
LAYAWAY NOW for Top Selections!

Your Christmas Gift List
CheckAhese Santa. Specials!
We Offer 100's of Exclusive Sale Values BEFORE Christmas!

Sammy Kaye

c4rshurin

The 23.83 mile-long Lake
Pontchartrain Causeway in
New Orleans is known as "the
world's longest bridge,"

Benny Goodman
Ella Fitzgerald
Russ Colombo

Vernon Dalhart

RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS
HELPS DRY
UP ACNE-PIMPLES...

Hits From
1949. 1960

Hits From
1960- 1971

Harry Belatonte
Norman lubort Choir

Ernest Gold. conductor
Sinionia ot London Ofthestri

Eddy Arnold
idche Fisher
Mario Lanza

Rosemary Clooney
Vaughn Monroe

Perez Prods,
Ames Brothers
Robert Merrill

Ed Ames
Al Hirt
Jack /ones

A SET OF 5 12" LP STEREO RECORDS
52 ORIGINAL ARTISTS•A $15.00 VALUE — NOW
WORLD'S BEST UNDER $100 STEREO —
REALISTIC' MODULAIRE
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Carol Charming and Co
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Florence Henderson
Rug° Winterhatter

Arthur Fiedler. conductor
BOelOn Pops Orchestra
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SPECIAL PURCHASE FROM RCA

Doctor Develops Home Treatment that

PAGE THREE

61y/
APt

SAVE
$5.00!

SAVE
$10.00!

,:00
Drne
SUPER CASSETTE RECORDER
BATTERY /AC PORTABLE

QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREATMENT
MUST 519V4 IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR — YOUR MONEY BACK!
A leading New York Doctor.
working with a cosmetic laboratory. has developed a simple
home treatment that rinses away
blackheads, helps Jry up acne
pimples. and shrinks enlarged
pores. The name of this medicated product is QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE.
Apply this delightfully Mint.
Scented Cream and within 2 or
3 minutes an absorbing agent
called Argilla, dries and turns
this cream into a plastic-like
• masque. You will now feel as
though hundreds of "tiny fingers"
are kneading the,skin, loosening
pore.caked dirt. blackheads,

and other foreign impurities. As
it firms and hardens, its suction
action draws out waste matter
from the pores... In IS minutes
you simply rinse the masque
away with lukewarm water which
dissolves it immediately. When
you wipe your face, you can see
that blackheads and other pore
"filler- actually come off on your
wash cloth. And your skin feels
clean ... really clean ... refreshgd, smooth like velvet.
Women 35 and over will enjoy
the skin tightening experience as
the masque relaxes tired facial
muscles and eases tension lines
on face and throat. If you suffer

the agony of blackheads. ai.ne
pimples, and enlarged pores, give
yourself this home treatment and
see the breath-taking results. Ask
for it by name.QUEEN HELENE
MINT JULEP MASQUE.

Reg. 99.95 Only
65-in-1 ELECTRONIC PROJECT KIT
Young electricians can build radios, intercoms, phis much more, Safe battery'
operation.„:
r
soldering.
28-250

11111r Jutt
,
WASUIlf:

g. Large Economy Size
6 OZ
Central Shopping Center-Murray,

Modulaire features an AM/FM Stereo
Receiver with 18 watts of power: also, Sway
function selector, headphone jack, handsome "blackout"
dial, plus more! There are 2 matched AIR SUSPENSION
speakers which assure you of "expensive model"
soundjaececverspeakers housed in walnut wood
cabinetry for fantastic listening enjoyment with
elegant styling. A best buy!
12-1469

St•Ey. .....

'1'0*(3 AVM•a,sii.rolla
For u• wet ir ehe
—.shwas ....au

CTR-6 features: automatic level control for smooth recording: remote
control "mike" with desk stand, headphone jack; and more! Fun and Practical for the Pnt ire family. 14-858

'Battery
not included

.
lit

SAVE
$5.00

SAVE
$20.00

Only

Only

ears with full range stereo. Vinyl headband. 50-15.000
hi 4-16 Ohms.
Definitely a must
on Santa s list!
33-1012

TRC 25A features separate
speaker and mike." tele,.
soaping antenna, superhet
receiver, push pull audio
built in (battery coriditionl
,nclicator, Plus much more'
21-111

895

YOUR ONE-STOP TOYLAND! MANY STORES
NOW OPEN LATE NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS!
Authorized Sales Center
North 12th Street Extended

Hours: 10-6 Mon. thru Thurs. & Sat 10-9 Fri.

Enjoy prerecorded cartridge tape
playing at home
. . at a very
affordable price' 8-track stereo system includes 5 watt amplifier and
sealed, wide-range speakers. 14-913

95
Reg. $89.95

NOVA-10 STEREO HEADPHONES FLAVORADIOS
Our lowest priced phones pamper your APPETIZING AM'S.,

PORTABLE 100mW
WALKIE-TALKIE

95

3 pc. - 8 TRACK
STEREO SYSTEM

Sight and Sound

Sales and Service
80 Main St.-Benton, Ky.
-swommosol.„ 527 9900.--.

adkance soltd state
AM
design
radio
comes in 6 'trod
flavor" colors • with
carry
stray. eat.
Phone and battery
12.166

Rath.lhaek
Phone 753-7100

Easy Credit and
LAYAWAY Convenience

ilzett?
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Underlining Gives Dress Shape and Fit
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Get Right Diet Thru 4-H "Magic"
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SPECIAL—If good
nutrition helps build strong,
healthy bodies, then some
655,000 young people are
taking the challenge seriously.
They are the boys and girls
participating in the national
4-H food nutrition prop-am
conducted
by
the
Cooperative
Extension
Service and sponsored by
General Foods Corporation.
Food can be fun, the
4-H'ers say. And to prove it,
they use a "magic formula"
to help them remember the
proper amounts of meat,
bread and cereals, fruits and
vegetables and milk products
they need each day. The
magic formula is a set of four
numbers — 4-4-3-2.
Using the basic four food

Art Gallery
.C., attracts
than visitors
its doors in
paintings
are
Ors
Young Girl
enoir's ''Girl
; Can."
e
D 112PD —
dward Amer.
of "The
oore Show
guest role with'
in "Cade',

groups, it reminds the
beginning 4-H'er of his daily
needs. It suggests at least four
servings of breads and cereals;
four servings of fruits and
vegetables, three servings of
milk or milk products and
two servings from the meat
group. Planning and preparing
appetizing
meals for
themselves, their families and
friends, adds fun and interest
to the program.
In five units, the young
nutrition buffs learn to
prepare some of America's
favorite dishes, quick and
easy meals and foods with an
international flavor. And in
the fall of 1972, a unit
"Teens Entertain" is
expected to find welcome
participants among olderail-H
members as they plan and
prepare for entertaining
events with menus ranging
from snacks to a luau.
The 4-H food nutrition
program is supported by

State Highway
Toll Receipts Up

Ky.

Available!
ctions!

as!

'

FRANKFORT,
(API
Receipts taken in by Kentucky's highway toll facilities
last month totaled $1,487,427, up
from $1,426,913 in October, 1971.
The tolls collected on each facility last month, as compared
to the same month in 1971,
were: Shawneetown Bridge,
$34,015, up from $31,544; Kentucky Turnpike, $608,253, up
from $581,537; Mountain Parkway, $161,888, down from
.1170,167; Western' Kentucky
Parkway, 2262,565, down from
$270,793; Blue Grass Parkway,
$182,230, up from $171,184;
Jackson Purchase Parkway,
$37,846, up from $35,624; Pennyrile Parkway, $146,886, up from
$136;137; Sebree Bridge, $4,721,
up from $3,702; Audubon Park$29:713, up from 124,51.7;
Daniel Boone Parkway, $19,308,
up from $1,709.

members' manuals and
leaders' guides produced
cooperatively
by
the
Extension Service, General
Foods and the National 4-H
Service Committee. The
books which include recipes,
nutrition information,
suggestions for
buying,
preparing and serving foods
are
available
to those
participating in the program.
An added bonus for 4-H
members are the awards
offered for the 12th year by
General Foods Corporation.
Four medals of honor are
offered county winners. One
state winner receives an
expense-paid trip to the
National 4-H Congress in
Chicagel, Nov. 26-30, and six
national winners receive 700
scholarships at that event.
For information and
opportunities in the 4-II food
nutrition program, contact
the county extension office

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatares Writer
What is it that separates
the average homemade
garment from the professional one that sells for hundreds of dollars?
For one thing, would you believe underlining?
"You can't see it from the
outside, but it is always there in
a good garment to provide the
body that helps give the garment its shape and fie.'advises
long-time dress designer and
award winner, Roxane, who has
been a winner of the Coty and
International Silk awards.
"Well dressed women wear
very simple clothes, but the
beautiful fit and proper hang of
their garments is due to the
hidden work — underlinings,
facings and interfacings, which
are details a home sewer might
think are unnecessary. It requires only a little extra effort
and patience to fill in that gap
between a cheap dress and a
good one,•" she continued.
Given the opportunity to observe the difference in workmanship, a sewer wants to
learn how to achieve a quality
garment. Roxane has noticed
when questions have been put to
her at sewing seminars. Many
women stay later to examine
sewing details of the couture
garments she shows.
Their interest motivated her
last year to write a little book of
basic information, "Sew Like a
Pro." It was so successful, it

ei
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WILFERDINGEN, West
Germany (AP) — The master craftsman climbed to
the uppermost beam of a yetunfinished building and offered
his thanks to God, "the highest
builder in Heaven."
That done, he proposed toasts
to his fellow craftsmen and a
glass was thrown to the ground,
where it smashed. This last gesture was to prevent had luck
from falling on the new building.
Then the celebration continued at a local beer garden. Participating in the topping-out
ceremony of what will be Borg

ag Super for lunches
and dter school
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for a snugger fit," she advises
Born in New York, Roxane
began haunting the garment
center when she was a student
at Hunter College. Understanding the needs of beginner

Working with different sizes
and shapes in many countries
has made her realize that "nobody is built like commercial
patterns." After selecting the
nearest size, one must adapt
the pattern to one's own shape,
but she doesn't go along with
the idea of "altering the actual
pattern to adjust it for fit and
measurements.''
In her view every home sewer should have a dress dummy
on which she can fit patterns of
unbleached muslin. After fitting the muslin pattern to her
body, she can return it to the
dummy and pad it until her own
shape is smoothly outlined. She
then has a pattern that can be
used whenever she works on a
basic design.
When you have two basic designs, you may have them all,
she believes.
"Basic design principles are
the foundation of fashion," she
explained. "Two basic patterns
may be all a woman needs to be
dressed well — a shirtwaist
style for day and a basic pattern that may be made into
afternoon, street and evening
clothes, long or short, tailored
or dressy. To adapt a pattern to
fashion trends, you can open a
seam for a looser fit or nip it in

sewers, she has tried to make
her books so simple that they
can follow couture dressmaking
methods right from the start
Every detail is finely outlined,
and in most instances, illustrated in an easy-to-follow way.

DESIGNING WOMAN — Roxane, center is surrounded by
eager women at a seminar she presents to assist amateur
seamstresses with couture sewing Sketches around the photograph are different fashions made from one basic pattern of
Roxane's design.
Layout by Joe Damone

To The Grand Opening of
Our New Standard Station
WHEN SAFETY HANGS IN THE BALANCE—A man casts his
shadow on the ship as he is transferred ashore by winch from
Chinese freighter Wan Chun, aground five miles off the
Netherlands coast at Ijmuiden, Holland. Vessel sails under
Panamanian flag.
(AP Wirephoto via cable from Amsterdam.I

ing end Co
son I Co

band, David Kamerstein, she
executed many European collections — hand crocheted suits
in Portugal, a boutique collection in London, knit collections
in Italy.

•

conductor
••• Orthestri
)
Henn Mane',
Peter Meru
The Guest Wric

now has been followed by "The
Secret of Couture Sewing,"
which elaborates on the subject
of designer techniques and provides hundreds of easy-to-follow illustrations and 40 patterns.
Armed with the same knowhow as the pro, a home sewer
might hitch her skills to designer techniques. but good fabrics are also necessary to give a
garment a look of quality.
"Why waste time and effort
on cheap fabric that will give
you a bargain-basement type
dress." she advises.
In addition to hidden underlinings, there are other tedious
aspects of couture sewing. An
enthusiast must be willing to
use the iron every inch of the
way, and she must baste and
baste, and stitch and stitch.
Some home sewers may be
more absorbed in filling up
their closets with instant
dresses made by stitching up a
couple of seams. But the alternative is worth the trouble, in
her opinion.
As couture designer for Samuel Winston for 18 years. Roxane did her own fitting and
draping. In addition to originating .her own collections, she
worked with designer Charles
James and executed collections
for Cecil Beaton and Valentina.
In between retirements from
various careers in the garment
business and rearing three boys
on a farm in Princeton, N.J.,
before the death of her hus-

COME ONE!
COME ALL!

em
1971

r. conductor
Orchestra
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Shedd-Bartush Foods, Inc
Detroit, Michigan 48238

Instruments newest manufacturing facility in Europe
were the mayor of Wilferdingen. workers, architects and
management officials.
It is a centuries-old tradition
here that when a building's superstructure is complete a
Richfest, or topping-out ceremony be hey. Custom dictates
that if this observance is bypassed no good work can be
done later in construction of the
building.
In past years a builder could
expect to find his topmost roof
beam removed and taken to a
neighboring village. He would
then have to bargain for its
return
Were the new building in the
Spree Forest. a written copy of
the master carpenter's remarks would be nailed to the
roof beam. This mementu, plus
others from neighbors, would
become a'permanent part of the
structure
While industrialized Germany has witnessed a lessening V
traditional festivities, the Richfest still is adhered to and industry has been quick to adopt
the custom.

Tv movie honored
1101,1,VW0(JD I UPI) —
"Brian's Song," the motionpicture-for television on the life
of football player Brian
Piccolo, won the Mass Media
Brotherhood Award of the
National Conference of
Christians and Jews.

Thurs. 16, Fri. 17, Sat. 18, Sun. 19

FREE
DRINKS
CHEVRON)

%•00

FREE GIFTS

FREE
BALLOONS

A STARTER SET OF 3 TREND
GLASSES with Fill-up (Min. 8 gal.)
Complete your set with 1 FREE Glass
each time you come back for fill-up (8 gal. min.).

GRAND PRIZE
DRAWING!!
Sunday, Nov. 19th, 4 p.m.

ADDITIONAL
DRAWINGS
-TREND" TUMBLERS
GREEN)

Will Be Held Each Sat., 12 Noon,
For 5 Weeks

1- 16" Portable TV
Sony
Dqtai
Clock
Radio
Zenith 16- Television

Panasonrc Portable
Cassette Recorder

Zenoth
A11.41FM
Table
Reif()
Two Zenith
8-Transistor Radios

AM/FM RADIO-Nov. 25th
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO-Dec. 2
TRANSISTOR RADIO -Dec. 9
TAPE RECORDER -Dec. 23

10 NAMES
will be
on the
first of
posted
station

drawn and posted
station window. The
the 10 names
to appear at the
will claim prize.

NORTH POINT STANDARD
121 Bypass and Mayfield Road

Phone 753-0345
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Sharp Focus On
Market Expected
By JOHN CUNNIFF
of the spirit that seemed to
AP Business Analyst
have depressed all markets for
NEW YORK API — With a few years has almost comthe election over, the war ap- pletely lifted from some. Auparently nearing settlement tomobiles are selling briskly.
and corporate profits surging, So are second homes. And savthere is going to be a sharp ings accounts are bursting.
fmus on the stock market durBut that same public hasn't
. ic4, the next few weeks.
re-entered the stock market.
These circumstances should, where they were such a potent
Wall Street is saying, produce a force during the 1960s. And so,
new mood among investors. mutual funds are redeeming
Apathetic odd-lotters should be- more than selling. Stock salescome excited. Big traders who men are being layed off.
banked their money in AmeriThere has been another effect
can Telephone stock will specu- also. Because they have been
late again.
trading against each other, the
The renewed interest, they institutions can't seem to get a
add, should result in an upward good rally going. For mcnths
adjustment of price-earnings the market has sputtered and
ratios from about 17, based on lost power every time one got
Dow Jones industrial average started.
stocks, because of greater inThe hope now is that the pubvestor confidence.
lic mood will change, especially
This is what the brokers are as attention is drawn to the
saying — this is what they are Dow Jones Industrial Average
hoping. As one analyst said: as it hovers near 1,000 points.
-Investor apathy has been one So far, however, there is only
of the major hindrances to a slight indication that this will
sustained advance in equity be so.
prices from current levels.Small investors have bitter
But whether hope can pro- memories of recent years. They
duce the result is another mat- have seen how sudden price
ter, and pervading the letters swings from institutional
that analysts write to. keep trading could strip them of astheir clients informed and ex- sets it took years to accumucited is the fear that maybe the late. They aren't eager to play
gray public mood isn't going to that role again.
brighten.
The fact is that the market
now is highly professional. It is
dominated by the trading of institutions and has been for at
least a couple of years.
The public, or those Americans who own small amounts of
stocks and trade, infrequently,
By JOHN STOWELL
has been almost absent from
WASHINGTON
(AP) — The
the market. Unlike the institutions, which must invest in Food and Drug Administration
stocks, individuals can put their says that "not a single strand"
of lead Christmas tree tinsel
cash elsewhere.
And they have. The malaise should be found on store
shelves this Yule season.
"It's gone We have assurances that not one ounce will
be sold this year," said Malcolm "Mac" Jensen, director of
FDA's Bureau of Product Safetv
Last Christmas the agency
was accused of agreeing secretly with several lead tinsel manufacturers not to publicize an
understanding that production
would 4totp tipn. I, 1972, but
sales could continni—ihrough
the 1972 Christmas season.
Jensen denies it.
"There was never any effort
to hide it," he said in an inter6.50-13 Tubeless (Rockwall
view. "The decision was made
internally not to publicize it because we feared that many
people preferring the lead
variety would stockpile it."
After the charges of secretdealing surfaced, Jensen said,
"We got back to the industry
and said,'You haven't got a saTour hefty nylon cord plies and echoleable product anymore. You
deep tread laced with spacer bars for
might as well get out of the
long mileage, excellent traction and
protection from iwpac ts and road kozlead business."
ord,„ .011 at p,;ces that one
At the same time, he said,
the FDA asked customs agents
PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING to freeze any lead tinsel imports.
MOUNTING aid fed. Es. Ta
The FDA campaign is based
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
on
persuasion of manufacturers
TWO
EACH
SIZE
and importers following a conF78-14 7.75-14 526.34 152.68
clusion by FDA in August 1971
G78-1t 8.25-14 29.52 59.04
hat lead tinsel was an =078-15 8.25-15 30.57' 61.14
H78-15 8.55-IS 33.68 67.36
necessary risk to children with
symptoms of lead poisoning. No
absolute ban was imposed, Jensen said, for lack of medical
Seors lowest priced new tire. verification to declare lead
Has 4-ply nylon cord body.
icicles a -health hazard."
Plant inspections have shown
that no lead tinsel is being
for'4Uv"
made in the United States, JenMOUNTED ON YOUR CAR
sen said, and customs officials
have not reported any foreign
products arriving here.
"We have assurances in writSEARS ROEBUCK ANDO°
ing from all manufacturers and
importers that absolutely none
Southside Shopping Center
will be distributed this year,"
Murray, Ky
he said.

No Lead Tinsel
To Be Sold For
Christmas Use
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